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HOW
T0 SAVE

THH WORLD

E ighteen months  ago  I  was  at  a
briefing at the Foreign Ministry
in Jerusalem. There was only one

message. Never mind the Palestinians.
Never mind the West Bank.  The  only
thing to be concerned about is Iran. Iran
is a menace to the whole world, notjust
to Israel.  Please help get that message
across. Iran is the enemy.

I  came  away  thinking  that  Israel
was  overplaying  its  hand  and  used
the  Iranian  threat  to  avoid  the  hard
decisions  required  to  reach  a  peace
settlement. But the intensity of concern
about  Iran  did  not  go  unnoticed  and
was reinforced by the rise and rise of
Hamas, Iran's proxy.

Three months ago I completed a draft
chapter for a book that I am co-editing
on  relations  between  moderate  Jews,
Christians   and  Muslims  in  Britain.
Early in the chapter I wrote, "There are
14 million Jews in the world of whom
5 million live in Israel.  Demographers
suggest  that  in  two  generations'  time
-  Iran  and  Hamas  pemitting  -  the
majority  of world  Jewry  will  live  in
Israel."

My  Christian  co-editor,   a  much
trusted friend of long standing, queried
the  throw  away  "Iran  and  Hamas
permitting".  What  did  it  mean  and
would  it  not be  better just  to  leave  it
out.  Our  Muslim  co-editor  -  also  a
much trusted friend of long standing -
went further.  He  expressed himself to
be totally peaplexed and described Iran
as,  "A  country  which  never  attacked
its   neighbours   over  a  millennium
[and  exhibits]  strong  resistance  to  its
president's   anti-Semitic   remarks."
He  argued  that  Iran  is  not  a  monster
but a victim of American policies and
American imperialism.

In   early  September,   Sky  News,
the  Sunday  Times,  the  Telegraph  and
the  Jerusalem  Post  all  carried  stories
about  the  Russian  freighter  hijacked
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in the  Straits of Dover.  They reported
strong rumours that the Arctic Sea was
canying x-55 cruise missiles and S-300
missiles, Russia's most advanced anti-
aircraft weapon. They were convinced
that  Mosad,  the  Israeli  secret  service,
had been intimately involved with the
hijacking.  Those  keenest  on  arming
Iran  are  Russian  arms  dealers.  The
hijacking  stopped  the  shipment  yet
gave the Kremlin a way out by claiming
to  have  mounted  a  brilliant  rescue
mission.

In September it became apparent to
President  Obama  and  Prine  Minister
Brown  that  Iran  was  indeed  making
nuclear weapons, that delivery systems
to  hit  London  or  Washington  might
still be ten years  off but that Riyadh,
American bases in the Middle East and,
of course, Tel Aviv could be in danger
within a year.

It so often seems as though the entire
world, except for Republican America
and  Israel  are  out  of step.  Everyone
thinks one way and Israel thinks another.
Here is a clear demonstration that Israel
was  and  is  right  and  everybody  else
was  and  is  wrong.  Hitler  said  it  and
meant it. Ahmadinejad  says  it and he
means  it,  too. American policies have
undoubtedly  helped  make  Iran  the
terrorist state it is. There may be many
in Iran who reject Ahmadinejad's anti-
Semitism.  But  a  great  many  people
voted  for  him  and  support  him.  It  is
clear whose hand will be on the nuclear
trigger.

However tempting it may be, Israel
needs to avoid the belief that because it
was right about Iran and everyone else
was wrong, Israel is also right to resist
a Palestinian state and try to retain all
the  land  on  which  settlements  have
been built.

Tony  Blair  recently  expressed   a
degree  of  optimism  about  the  peace
process,   quoting   Senator   George

Mitchell.   Blair  argued  that   Israel
does  have  partners  for  peace  both
amongst  the  Palestinians  and  within
the Arab  world.  Indeed,  the  hands  of
the  moderate Arab  states  can  only be
strengthened in this regard by the threat
to them as well as Israel, posed by Iran's
nuclear weapons progranme.

Whilst  the   situation   in   Gaza   is
simply appalling - locking the door and
throwing away the key was never going
to be the right policy, either ethically or
strategically - the situation on the West
Bank is improving. Many checkpoints,
the  source  of  so  much  friction  and
indignity, have been removed over the
last months. Ramallah is booming.

Blair  also  said  that  the  West  will
continue  to  pay  an  extremely  high
price  for Israel's  security.  But not  for
its intransigence. That makes me almost
as nervous as Ahmadinejad's Hitlerian
ravings  and  Iran's  nuclear  weapons
programme.

The situation continues to look grim
from outside Israel itself even if life in
Israel  is  remarkably  upbeat,  with  the
worst  of  the  banking  crisis  avoided.
But I believe that how things look from
outside  Israel  is  at  least  as  important
as  how  things  feel  inside  Israel.  The
Iranian nuclear threat - or the decision
by  the  West  finally  to  acknowledge
the Iranian nuclear threat - is real and
Israel is entitled to say loudly,  `we told
you so' . But it would be a huge mistake
to  ovexplay the  threats  with  President
Obama  and  once  again  surrender  the
moral high ground and all hopes  of a
settlement.

I  have  a  suspicion  that  God  loves
ironies and an alliance of the Palestinian
Authority,  moderate  Arab  states,  the
United  States  and  Israel  against  Iran
would,  for  once,  be  a  delicious  and
positive  irony.   It  might  also  be  the
best strategy for saving the world from
nuclear catastrophe I                 ,4.M.B.



SRAEL
THE  BUZZ  NEVER STOPS

The current situation in Israel - post Gaza and the election Of
a right-wing `nationalist' government -is disturbing f;or many

progressive, liberal Jews. Many Of those gradrates of RSY-Netzer
who made aliyah a generation ago took with them not just a

profound love Of Israel but also progressive views. We asked four Of
them to tell us what they are thinking now.

I AM STAYING

Daniel Chim

F OR THE FIRST TIME IN A long
while, my mother recently asked
me what it would take for me to

leave  Israel.  The  last  time was  in  the
summer of 1990, when it seemed likely
that Iraq would bomb Israel if the US
tried to  free  Kuwait.  The reasons  this
time were less clear -Gaza, Lieberman,
my  son  starting  his  army  process,
personal  issues,  a bit of all the  above.
As any question seriously and honestly
posed, it made me think, and it took me
back to my original decision to live in
Israel.

I made aliyah twenty years ago and
have been asked numerous times since
why  I  moved.  My  somewhat flippant
answer  has   always  been  threefold:
Thatcher,  the  weather  and  the  fact
that I caught the Zionist bug early and
badly.  While  the  overall  grayness  of
England in the Eighties  caused by the
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first two was definitely a reason which
may  have  made  me  susceptible  for  a
move, it was clearly the third that made,
and  continues  to  make,  the  biggest
difference.

My family was no stranger to Israel
and  Zionism,  with  my  grandfather
Rosser,   uncle   Trevor   and   father
Geoffrey  z"I  all  intimately  involved
in  the  building  of  the  Anglo-Jewish
bridge  to  Israel.  There  was  never  a
family occasion when a discussion,  or
more  likely an  argument,  about Israel
was not at the heart of our debate. But
nothing prepared  me  for my first trip
to  Israel  with  an  RSY  group  at  the
impressionable age of fifteen. As much
as it opened my eyes to Israel, it opened
my mind to the fact that one could there
live  a  vibrant  Jewish  life  which  was
central rather than peripheral -although
perhaps  at  the  time  my  first  serious

girlfriend made more of an impact.
After that, I could not get enough -

back to Israel that winter with RSY, a
year on Machon, madrich on two Israel
trips and then aliyah after a year as the
first full  time Mazkir  of RSY-Netzer.
I had caught the bug and was hugely
fortunate that I had managed to hook
xp with two groups of people -one in
RSY-Netzer and one  in  Oxford while
at university - who shared the passion
and who remain the closest of friends
to this day.

In the intervening twenty years,  so
much  has  changed  and  so  little  has
changed. Israel has become  a modem
country althouch it still often retains its
pre-modem mindset. I am as convinced
now  as  I  was  then  that  Israel  is  the
only place I  can live  as  a Jew which
means the only place I can live as me. I
believe as fervently as ever - although
I accept it is somewhat counterintuitive
-  that  Israel  is  also  the  best  tool  for
strengthening  the  progressive  Jewish
world  since  it  allows  for  frameworks
for  Jewish  leaming,  knowledge  and
self-awareness  which  do  not  conflict
with  our  desire  to  participate  in  the
modern  majority   culture.   I   am   as
frustrated as  ever with the inability of
successive governments and successive
electorates to understand that the West

I am as frustrated
as ever with the

inability Of successive

goverrments and
successive electorates
to understand that the
West Bank is not part
Of the State Of Israel,
and that our presence

there, military and
civilian, is holding us

back from realizing our
hopes and dreams.

Bank is not part of the State of Israel,
and  that  our  presence  there,  military
and  civilian,  is  holding  us  back  fi-om
realizing our hopes and dreams. While
I discussed it late into the night in my
student days as theory, I never imagined
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the reward I would receive in practice
from  participating  in  the  maturing
process of my children as they grow up
as  progressive  Jews  in  Israel,  as  they
exhibit an instinctive rather than leamt
connection  to  their  language,  history,
religion and culture.

So back to  my mother's  question.  I
am no fan of our present Government,
from   Prime   Minister   Binyamin
Netanyahu   and   Foreign   Minister
Avigdor  Lieberman,  on  down,  and  I
am fairly sure that it will do more harm
than  good.  I  still  do  not  visit  people
who  live  in  the  West  Bank  since  I
recognize that I am not welcome there,
at least by the majority whose land has
been occupied. My children will, some
sooner than others, be joining the army
which  may  put  them  in  harm's  way,
physically or spiritually or both.  But I
still have the bug as strong as ever - I
find  it  difficult to  be  outside  of Israel
for more  than  about  10  days  without
getting itchy feet to return -the weather
is a little hot for me in the summer but
still so much better than England, and
it seems that the Conservatives, not to
mention the British National Party and
the UK Independence Party in Europe,
are  on  the  way  back  into  power  in
England. So it looks like I am staying I

DANIEL CHINN /.a morrz.ecJ fo Sz/zcr##e Ccz7z#o#
Iformer  RSY-Netzer),  has  three  children  and
lives  in Jerusalem.  He is a partner in a venture
capital fand.

I LOVE IT

Liz Album
HEN ASKED  TO  WRITE
about  "life  in  Israel,  part
personal/part  political",  I

ediately replied "OK, but it will be
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personal".  I realised that, over the last
ten years of living here, I had become
detached from  `the political'. At some
point, I had consciously stopped reading
the  newspaper.  Later,  I justified  my
decision by  saying that pregnant and
lactating  women  were  exempt  from
following the news . . . which lets me off
for most of this decade. The truth is, I
was initially obsessed with the news and
a few years into the Second lntifada, I
realised that the news was making me
unhappy and scared of my own shadow.

This  changed  one  day.  In  the  heat
of that Intifada,  a friend had been for
coffee in downtown Jerusalem. I asked
her how she could have done something
so reckless.  She replied that she could
not  change  her  behaviour  in  a  way
that would come between her and her
coffee. This moment - small though it
might  sound -  changed my  life  fi.om
being  a  slave  to  the  news,  to  being
a  free  agent.  I  thought that  I  became
`apolitical  and  uninformed'  -  except

that through writing this article, I realise
that I had not. I hadjust begun to engage
with  `the  political'  in  a  personal  and
pragmatic way.- I will explain how.

I  love  my job.  I  head  the  `English
as a Second Language' Department at
an  Intemational  School  in  Jerusalem.
It  is  a  Christian  school,  with  Jewish,
Muslim  and  Christian  students  and
staff,  amongst  many  other  religions
and nationalities, which form the city's
international  community.  It  is  located
right in the centre of Jerusalem. To say
we feel the news on our doorstep is fact
and not exaggeration.

Looking around the room at school
events,  I  can  see  which  intemational
peace initiative is running concuITently,
by the absence of the various politicians
and  diplomat parents  in  the  audience.
Once,  during  a Christmas  production,
the  children  were  singing  "Glory  to
God  in  the  highest,  peace  on  earth
to  men"  then  bang.  All  the journalist
parents  in  the  room  were  beeped  and
ran outside. I did not need to watch the
news that night.

Around this time, I knew that a then
promising  deal  was  being  struck  up
in  Sharm el  Sheik.  One  of my pupil's
journalist  mother  was   covering   it."How was the conference?" I asked the

2nd Grader.  "Oh, Mummy said it was
boring,  but  look  at  the  hieroglyphic
bookmark  she  bought  for  our  Egypt
project."  Another  time,  I  was  in  the
photocopying room as the `lynching in
Ramallah' was happening. Again, I did
not need to watch the news.  I  got the
whole story from a colleague who was
on the phone to her UN staffer husband,
who was actually witnessing it.

lvhen the riots of the Second Intifada
broke  out  on the Temple  Mount,  one
of my 2nd Grade pupils was there and
gave  his  account  in  `show  and  tell'

I was initially obsessed
with the news and a few
years into the Second

Intifada, I realised that
the news was making

me unhappy and scared
Of ray own shadow.
This changed one
day. In the heat Of

that Intifada, a friend
had been for coffee in
downtown Jerusalem.
I asked her how she

could hcrve done
something so recJcless.

She replied that she
could not change her

behaviour in a way that
would come between
her and her coffee.

at  school.  All  these  history-making
moments  are presented and processed
from a very apolitical vantage point.

At  home  it  is  no  different  -  our
balcony  has  a  180  degree  view  from
the  west  of Jerusalem.  I  can  see  the
airspace of every major hospital in the
city. I have had Popes and Presidents fly
over my house.  I can see Route  1  into
Jerusalem  closed  for  their  entourages
and  often  get  the  day  off work  due
to  road  closures  when  they  visit.  As
I  stand  on  my  balcony,  I  can  see  the
Motza  junction,  where  Ariel  Sharon
went into a coma. On the same balcony
I could hear kaddish sounding through
the valley for a neighbour who died in a
cafe bombing. From my vantage point,
I have leant to receive and process the
news in my own, personal way.

contirmed on next page



I  remember  the  night  before  the
Second Gulf War broke out. Everyone
knew  I  would  not  be  watching  the
news  and  many  friends  rang  to  tell
me  we'd been  ordered to prepare  our
children's  gas  masks.  Having  dreaded
the moment for a year, I was strangely
too busy watching EastEnders to take
any notice. When I finally unwrapped
my  son's  gas  mask,  a  situation  I  had
played  out  in my  mind  100  times,  he
surprised me by saying "Wow, cool, is
that mine?" He was four and it did look
rather like an astronaut's helmet. I went
to bed, fearing we would be woken to
go  to  the  sealed room.  Instead I  slept
through the night and when I woke my
first thought was not that there had been
no gas attack, but shock, that I had slept
through the night. It was the first time
that my nearly two year old  daughter
had slept through.

I   sent  her  to   childcare  the  next
day  and  the  childminder,   originally
from  Kurdistan,  told  me  to  take  my
daughter's gas mask home, she had not
even prepared a sealed room.  She said
that Saddam Hussein should be scared
of her, not the other way round. I also
realised that one woman would never
be able to put on five toddlers' masks in
time anyway. I had never imagined that
I would be such an irresponsible parent,
but pragmatism took over and I left her
at childcare, unprotected.

So  I  do  not  see  my  having  voted
in  four  Israeli  general  elections  for
three   different  political  parties,   as
making  me  political.   Instead,  I  just
get  on with  living  a  life where  I  feel
very  detached  from  politics,  but  at
the  forefront  of  change.  This  year,
my  family  celebrated  the  last  day  of
Ramadan with  our Muslim babysitter
and her family. We invited them back
for Chanukkah. There is racist graffiti
in my neighbourhood.  I rang the local
authority  to  have   it  removed  and
emailed everyone at kindergarten to do
so, too. And if it is not removed soon,
1'11 paint it over myself. In my dailyjob,
I find myself discussing with a teenage
Palestinian  pupil,  his  experience  of
crossing the checlapoint into Jerusalem
from  the  territories  more  often  than
I  find  myself reading  such  articles  in
the weekend paper. I realise now that I
am not uninformed, but just differently
informed.

So as I do not `do' politics, what can
I  say  about  my  experience  of living
in Israel? This  question is  inseparable
from the questions `Do I like my life?'
and  `Do  I  like  being  a  mother?'  My
husband  and  I  moved  here  ten  years
ago,  whilst  I  was  pregnant  with  our
first  child and now,  we  have just had
our fourth. And the answer to all these
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questions is "Yes, I love it." .
LIZ  OSBORNE  ALBUM  z's  /fee fJeczc7 o/ 7%e
English  as  a  Second  Language  Depc[riment  at
The  Anglican  International  School,  Jenisalem
(ages  3-18).   She has i;our children and lives  in
Mevassei.el Zion, just west Of Jerusale]n.

FANTASTIC

Sophie Walsh

IHAVE BECOME A GIRL IVIIO
reads the headlines and then stops.
On very rare occasions I might get

to the first paragraph.
The moming on which I write this I

open the paper and the first few pages
offer  me:   "Army  evacuates  illegal
settlement  and  settlers  set  Palestinian
crops on fire and throw stones" together
with  the  continuation  of  the  Haredi
riots over opening parking on Shabbat,
the Haredi mother apparently suffering
from Munchausen disease who starved
her  son  and  corruption  of  further
Government  officials,   including  the
ex-Prime Minister.

The   paper   tells    me    that   the
Govemment's move to evacuate illegal
settlements  is  connected  to  pressure
from President Barack Obama. Maybe.
But  I  feel  as  if I  have  read  the  same
headline so very many times over the
past  few  years.  I  have  become  a  girl
who reads the headlines because I find it
very difficult to read any more than that.
The past fifteen years have  developed
in  me  a  kind  of political  denial  and
seeming  indifference.  I  do  not  really
know what is going on in the country
because  it  upsets  me  to  read  much
further than the headlines.

Ifltrytoassesswhat1feelundemeath
the seeming lack of involvement, it is a
sadness  that  the  country  that  I  love
and have chosen to live in is in such a
fragmented state. I cannot say it makes
me  proud  to  confess  to  my  political
disconnection.  I  did  study  Social  and
Political Science for a degree, after all.
But when I think about it, it has been
a slow, downward process since being
here. One which started with going to
political  demonstrations,  wanting  to
change what is happening here and has
slowly been leading to indifference and
discormection.

But   I   am   not  -depressed   and
despondent  about  living  here.  The
opposite is true. I love my life in Israel.
Tel Aviv is a fantastic place to live.  I
love my early moming runs by the sea
or in the park, and the cafes, bars and
life  on  the  streets.  I  truly think  there
are  incredible  people  in  this  country
and  an  openness  which  is  refreshing
after growing up in England. There is
something  young  and  vibrant  in  the
country.

The  fervent  Zionism  that  brought
me here has become a deep and gentle
affection  and  love  for  the  country  I

I love lay life in Israel.
Tel Awiv is a fantastic

place to live. I love ray
early morning runs by
the sea or in the park,

and the cafes, bars
and life on the streets.
I truly think there ci,re
incredible people in
this country and an
openness which is

ref reshing af ter growing
up in England. There is
something young and
vibrant in the country.

live  in.  Two  weekends  ago  we  were
camping by the Kinneret, swimming in
the  water,  lazing  around  on the  grass.
Last weekend we saw excellent foreign
films at the Jerusalem film festival and
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wandered  around  the  old  city,  eating
humous  and  Knafe,  a  sweet  cheesy
delicacy which looks horrific and tastes
amazing.

Entering  into  the  cool  waters  of
the  Kinneret  (Lake  Tiberias)  was
invigoratingandthebeautyoftheGolan
mountains behind it was breathtaking.
Had I  taken  off my  calming  cloak  of
indifference  and  thought  about  how
little water there is in the Kinneret and
how little attention to the environment
there is  in this country, it would have
ruined  my  idyllic  experience.  Had  I
really confronted the emptiness of the
Arab  Shouk  (market)  in  the  old  city
and  allowed  myself  to  think  about
the  tension  existing  between  us,  my
humous would not have tasted quite so
good. So I did not and don't.

I  manage  to  disconnect,  not  think
about it, put to the back of my mind the
other thoughts, the ones that make me
sad, the ones that challenge my being
here.

I  guess  I  cannot  put  together  the
diverse,  contradictory  feelings  I  have
about the country I live in. They are too
fragmented. So I read the headlines, put
down the paper, put on my trainers and
my ipod and go off for a run in the park,
where its beauty, the camaraderie of the
runners I have come to recognize and
the endorphins flying around my body
return the peaceful cloak of denial and
allow me to happily start another day I

SOPHIE  WALSH  made  aliyah  in   1994.  She
was  irrvoived  in  RSY-Netzer  since  the  age  of
ten and was  a movement worker before making
aliyah. She lives in Eel Aviv, works as  a Clinical
Psychologist in private practice and is a lecturer
at  Bar  flan  University.   She  has   a  BA  from
Cambridge,  MA  from  Hebrew  University  and
PhD from Bar llan Unive].sity.

THE ISRAEL I CHOSE

Jona Cummings

IT IS NEARILY FIFTEEN YEARS
since I made aliyah. In the summer
of 1993,  eighteen months  before I

arrived,  I  was  an  intern  in  the  Israeli
Embassy  in  London.  The  news  had
filtered in that Israel and the Palestinians
were  engaged  in  serious,  secret talks,
and  that  a  big  announcement  was
imminently  expected.  When  it  came,
it was bigger than I, and I suspect the
Israeli diplomats who let me trail after
them,  could possibly conceive. Whilst
I  had greeted the  election  victory  of
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Yitzhak Rabin the previous year with
hopes  of real  progress  in  the  peace
process,  it was  a quantum  leap  to the
signing of the Declaration of principles
on the White House lawn, and the quick
implementation of Israeli withdrawals
from  Gaza  and  Jericho  first,  and
later from the majority of Palestinian
populated  areas.  We  were  elated,  and
filled with  expectation that real peace
was only a matter of time. It was in this
Israel that I arrived in early  1995.  My
firstjob was as a parliamentary assistant
in the Knesset.  Battling to understand
what was going on around me, I went
from meeting to meeting between Israeli
and  Palestinian politicians  each  more
eager than the other to `reset' relations.
The phrase of the moment was that it
was time to `change the floppy disc' .

But  for  every  supporter  of  Oslo
and the peace process,  another  Israeli
was bitterly and vocally opposed. The
summer  of 1995  was  hot,  with  angry
accusations and counter-accusations of
treachery. Some sought to portray Rabin
as a Palestinian collaborator, others as
a Nazi.  Arcane,  medieval  ceremonies
of excommunication were  performed.
There  were  Rabbinical  respo#sc!  on
the modem applicability of Dz.# jzoc7e/
and Dz.77 A4loser.  Palestinian violence -
particularly the use of suicide bombers
against Israeli  civilian targets - drove
up   the  pressure  to   an  unbearable
point.  In  November,  the  unthinkable
happened.  Rabin was murdered.  I  did
not  understand  everything  that  was
said, but I experienced the assassination
as an Israeli. I stood for hours overnight
waiting  to  walk past the  coffin  in  the
Knesset,  I  stood in the  square a week
later  in  silence,  I  learnt  the  playlist
of  songs   Israelis  reserve   for  such
moments. This was also my Israel.

The Israel I chose, and the Israeli life
I have built is one where the personal
and  the  public  are  intertwined.  As  a
student and as 772czc7rz.c¢ in RSY-Netzer
there was plenty to get excited about in
British  politics  and  society.  But  there
came a point at which it stopped being
`my'  and  became  `their'  issue.  I  was

looking  for  something  else,  and have
found it. My work puts me in the room
with cabinet ministers  and newspaper
columnists. My army service puts me in
front of classified intelligence material.

There  is  much  that  is  profoundly
depressing  about  looking  back  and
seeing the years that have passed since
we  danced  and  sang  in  September
1993, or cried and raged in November
1995.  We  are battered  and bruised by
our  efforts,  and  our  failure.  But  we
are  not  giving  up.  Israelis  and  their
leaders  have  now  accepted  the  two-

state solution as the only way forward.
Palestinians are increasingly comritted
to building a state that will be a stable
and  safe  neighbour  for  Israel.  The
international  community  is  applying
pressure that, although uncomfortable,
may be helpful. Israel is flourishing.

My kids probably will not experience
the thrill of being both an outsider and
an  insider  in  their  own  country,  both
peering  in but being a part.  They will
not know the wrench of leaving family
behind. I expect that they will not feel

Israelis cued their
leaders hcrve now
accepted the two-

state solution as the
only way i forward.
Palestinicuns are
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to building a state that
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neighbour f ;or Israel.

The international
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uncomf ortable, may
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the curious mix of privilege and burden
that  I  do  from  paying  taxes,  serving
in  the  army  reserves  and  choosing  a
party  to  vote  for.  They  certainly  will
not struggle to understand the nuances
of the language, wondering whether a
half-familiar phrase is a biblical quote
or the latest slang. So when they ask me
what on earth I was thinking of when I
made  aliyah,  1'11  tell  them what  I  tell
Tnysctf -d'varim she'roin me-ha:n, lo
7ioz.77c 773e-sfec7;72, what you see from here,

you cannot see from there I
JONATIIAN  CUMMINGS  ;.s  ffre Dj.rec/oj. o/
BICOM's  Israel  office.  He  is  married  to  Orli
Moss and they have two chtldreri -Nomi (5) and
Tomer  (3)`  He lives  in Kfar  Saba and works  in
Jerusalem. In between all Of this, I.e is struggling
to complete a PhD on the history of ls}.ael's short-
lived Ministry Of Propaganda in 1974-5 .



ONE
AMERICAN WOMAN

STARTED  THIS

NEW  EXODUS
Sybil Sheridan

IN   1862,  MESSIANIC  FEVER
filled  the  air  of  Ethiopia.  Aba
Mahari, a leader of the Beta Yisrael

or Falasha - the Jews of Ethiopia who
claimed descent from the  lost tribe  of
Dan - decided the time was  right for
their return to  Jerusalem.  Thousands
left their homes and walked towards the
Red  Sea.  Hundreds  died  of starvation
and exhaustion on the way. When they
reached the coast, Aba Mahari stretched
out  his  staff and  some  emulated the
bravery of Nachshon ben Aminadav by
leaping into the waters. But behold. The
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waters did not part. Faced with certain
death  by  drowning,  or  an  uncertain
future back home, Aba Mahari  chose
the  latter and the  ragged remnants  of
the lost tribe went back to their villages.
The time for the return to Eretz Yisrael
was postponed.

The time came more than a century
later  when,  in  May   1991,  the  world

witnessed  the  dramatic  rescue  of the
population  in  one   of  Israel's   great
stories  -  the   airlift   of  Operation
Solomon.  Whether it is a story with a
happy ending is still moot. What is clear
from a recently published book is that
it did not have a very happy beginning.

Stephen   Spector,   in   `Operation
Solomon,  the  Daring  rescue  of  the
Ethiopian   Jews'   (Oxford,   2006),
suggests the whole project was forced
on the Israeli government by the well
meaning  but naive  efforts  of just  one
American woman. Susan Pollack, with
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poor Amharic and scant understanding
of African life, nevertheless convinced
aid agencies and the Israeli government
of the  necessity  of rescuing  the  Jews
from an imminent mass slaughter.  She
organised an exodus  from the villages
in  Northern  Ethiopia  to  the  regional
town  of Gondar,  and thence. to Addis
Ababa from where, it was hoped, they
would be flown to Israel. Sadly she had
overlooked the fact that once in Addis,
these  people  would  need  somewhere
to  stay,  and  some  infrastructure  to
maintain  them.  To  remove  thousands
of  Jews  with  the  permission  of  the
Ethiopian  government  would  take
time  and  diplomacy.  No  preparations
had been made for them in the capital,
and  so  began  a  nightmare  year,  with
some  families  living  in  latrines  and
cowsheds  while  they  waited  for  the
complicated  government  negotiations
on their behalf.

That   year   saw   the    complete
breakdown  of  their  society.  A  hard
working  rural  community  became  a
group  of unemployed  urban  misfits.
Alcoholism and AIDS became rampant.
By the time they arrived  in  Israel the
challenges  of  tuning  an  essentially
biblical   society   into   a  western  20th
century  one  were   exacerbated  by
the  social  deprivation  they  had  just
experienced.

The   operation  that  took   14,000
Beta Yisrael to  Israel  in just 36  hours
marks  the  end  of Spector's  book.  "In
Washington DC, watching the airlift on
TV,  Susan  Pollock  wept.  The  Israelis
had done just what Israel was founded
to do, she thought - pluck Jews out of
danger" ®175).

But that is not the end of the story.
Attempting to board the planes during
Operation Solomon were also a number
of Falash Mura. About 2,000  of them
succeeded  in  entering  Israel  at  that
time  though  many  more  were  turned
away.  The  reason  for  their  rejection
was   simple.   They  were   Christian,
descendants of Jewish converts.

The  Beta  Yisrael  community  had
been the focus of particularly intensive
and  unrelenting  missionary  activity
(Michael  Corinaldi,  Jewish  identity:
the  Case  of Ethiopian  Jewry  pl22ff;
Eric  Payne,   Ethiopian  Jews  -  the
Story  of  a  Mission,  London,   1972).
Nineteenth century European Protestant
missionaries   came  to  the  Amhara
region with a view to bringing the large
Jewish population to Christ. They built
schools  in the Jewish villages,  helped
where the crops failed. They had money
and  an  education  system  far  beyond
the  capabilities  of the  local  villages.
Add to that an ancient anti-Semitism,
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a  series  of fanatically  Christian  kings
and  a  famine  in  which  half to  two-
thirds of the Beta Yisrael died and it is
small wonder so many of them turned
to  Christianity.  After  Aba  Mahari's
abortive attempt to reach the Promised
Land,  they must have  felt the God of
Israel had totally failed them.

But   their    allegiance    remains
something  of  a  mystery.   From  the
beginning,   these   `new   Christians'
were   treated   with   suspicion   by
established  churchgoers.  There  was
little intermarriage between them, and
at times the government accused them
ofJudaisingpractices(Corinaldipl24).
They became known as Falash Mura -
`crow horses'.  I am not sure what that

means, but clearly the connotations are

negative.   Relations  with  the  Jewish
community were also ambivalent. They
were  hated  for  selling  out,  but  they
were  Beta Yisrael  and  related.  Today,
there  are  few  in  Ethiopia that  do  not
have  some  of  their  extended  family
living in Israel, but as Falash Mura - or
Zera  Beta  Yisrael  to  give  them  their
less  derogatory  appellation - they  are
not exactly welcomed in Israel by their
compatriots. Of those that have arrived
in Israel some are fanatically Christian.
The   slogan   `};esfe  );es¢  j;esfe   yesfe2d'

(`There  is  there  is  there  is...  Jesus' -
an answer to the famous slogan of the
Bratislaver Hasidim  `77cz 7zczcfe IVc7c¢77tcz7€
777e 'Umcz7z 'J  can  be  found  scrawled  on
walls in the areas where they live. Yet

continued on next page



The Orthodox religious movements campaign
f;or moving the community to Israel.  ` A:I al pi srfuctlata
Yisraelb:II' is a talrymdic maxim that still holds today.

`A Jew even if he sins remains a Jew ' (Babylonian

Talmud, Sanhedrin 44a). So one who coieverts to
Christianity is still Jewish. Israel's Low Of Return
does not accept this. No Jew actively practising

another religion is eligible fior aliyah.

many more have used the opportunity
to return to Judaism and undergo some
sort of quasi-conversion to make them
religiously acceptable.

The Orthodox religious movements
campaign  for  moving  the  community
to I:slaj3A. ` Af al pi shehata Yii srael ha ' is
a talmudic maxim that still holds today.
`A Jew even if he sins remains a Jew'

(Babylonian  Talmud,  Sanhedrin  44a).
So  one  who  converts  to  Christianity

is  still  Jewish.  Israel's  Law  of Return
does  not  accept this.  No  Jew  actively
practising  another  religion  is  eligible
for  aliyah.  The  Orthodox  argue  the
current Zera Beta Yisrael did not choose
Christianity - it was the faith of their
parents  in  which  they  were  brought
up.  According  to  halachah,  they  are
considered as the  `tinok shenishba ' -a
child  taken  captive  by  non-Jews  and
taught  alien  practices.   Such  a  child

should  be  regarded  compassionately
and  every  effort  made  to  bring  them
into the fold. The State does not agree.
Accept this principle and those with the
most  tenuous  connection  to  Judaism
could be eligible for Israeli citizenship.
Every   Ethiopian   Christian   claims
Hebrew  descent  -  where  would  you
draw  the  line?  The  large  and  sudden
immigration through Operations Moses
and  Solomon  introduced  into  Israeli

School Assembly
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society a strong level of racism. There
were  social  issues  brought  on  by  the
raising  of young  Ethiopians  with  no
clear identity or sense of belonging. The
cost of adapting an essentially biblical
society into the ways of the 20th century,
of raising  their  educational  level,  of
encouraging the youngsters to  engage
in the society and contribute to it - all
takes  its  toll  financially  and  in  terms
of the human resources required.  The
immigration of yet more Ethiopians in
what  looks  like  an  unending  exodus,
is not popular.  So, instead of using the
Law of Return,  a limited cz/z.)/czfe under
the Law of Entry was suggested, which
allows  for  immigration  to  Israel  by
non-Jews in order to reunite them with
their families.

In  2003,   the   Israeli   government
agreed to  accept 26,000  Falash Mura,
- a named list based on a census made
in  1999  and the process of emigration
began. Those on the list were checked
carefully - a slow procedure involving
questioning  the  gessoc¢  (priests)  in
Israel  plus  family  and  others  in  the
villages  from which the people  came.
Immigration was set initially at a rate of
600 a month, then reduced to 300. Last
year  it  stopped  altogether  and  now  it
has started again at `no more than 100'
a month. With a list of 1,500 households
still to check - 8760 individuals in all
- they are going to be in Ethiopia a few

years yet.
It is a strange sort of existence. Most

of  the  community  lived  in  villages
until  moving  to  Gondar  little  over  a
decade  ago.  Most  expected  to  be  in
Israel very quickly and so began their
life in limbo. Skilled in rural crafts and
living a life that had changed little  in
millennia,  it  was  very  hard  to  adjust
to urban demands. Today, they live at
the bottom rung of society, working as
casual  labourers  with  families  of six
to ten or more children - and maybe a
grandparent - all living in one or two
rooms.

They could improve their lives. The
young people are bright and some have
completed school, but as one said to me,
`Why go to college? It is expensive and

Israel will not credit us for study here.
Better wait till we are in Israel where the
government will pay for it. ' That would
be fine, if they were to leave tomorrow,
but  they  may  not.  By  the  time  they
arrive  in  Israel they  could be too  old.
This is true also for marriage. There are
few weddings, as it seems the girls are
holding back. Why malTy a chauvinist
Ethiopian when in Israel they might bag
an egalitarian westerner?

Living in Gondar gives the Zera Beta
Yisraelopportunitytobegintheretunto
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Judaism. There is a synagogue, a school
and adult education classes, all funded
by  NACOEJ  -  the  North  American
Conference  on  Ethiopian  Jewry.  It  is
the  only  Jewish  non-governmental
organisation  now  working  with  Beta
Yisrael  in  Ethiopia  -  a  small  charity
with a long record of help in the country,
but whose budget has been severely hit
in  the  current  economic  crisis.  They
are  currently  engaged  in  a  building
project for the year old school -the first
government  approved  Jewish  School
since the  1970s. V\Thile the educational
aim is to help children adjust to life in
Israel, there may well be another effect.
The training of young women and men
to  teach  Ivrit  and  Jewish  culture  will
result in a new educated generation who
might have to  stay - and in time may
take on the role of leadership which the
community currently lacks.

There   is   one  more  facet  to  this
situation. There are also three thousand
patrilineal Jews amongst the Zera Beta
Yisrael who currently have no hope of
going to Israel. Their Jewish connection
is  strong since Ethiopian tradition has
always  followed  the  identity  of  the
father.  With three thousand patrilineal
Jews,   and   with   Israel   constantly
changing  its  mind  as  to  how  many
if any  Zera  Beta Yisrael  to  take,  it  is
possible that we will see the beginning
of a new Jewish diaspora emerging in
Ethiopia. It may be an unlikely spin off
from Operation Solomon, but it will be
not altogether a bad thing I

RABBI SYBIL SIIERIDAN o/ J¢e  W?w7b/Gc7o#
and  District  Synagogue  spent  part  of  her
Sabbatical this year teaching the teachers at the
Jewish School in Gondar, Ethiopia.



ANI MA'AMIN
DID  GOD

INSPIRE
Trevor Kletz

I::::s:ao¥:kRac:::::tfa:n¥f3n:f:::
academic.  I  found  that  I  agreed with
much that Dawkins has to  say.  In the
Preface to the second paperback edition
he  says  that  if the  subtle,  nuanced
and  sophisticated  religion  taught  by
theologians  like  the  Germans  Paul
Tillich  and  Bonhoeffer  and,  I would
add, American Rabbi Harold Kushner,
author of Why do Bad Things Happen
to Good People? had predominated, he
would have written a different book. He
says  that  such  views  are  numerically
negligible.  I  am  not  sure  he  is  right.
What Dawkins criticises is the simplistic
view which I was taught as a child, that
God  is  an  all-powerful,  all-knowing
super-person who watches, and rewards
or punishes our every deed and thought,
now or in a world to come.

Dawkins  is  a  biologist  who  has
written many books on Darwinism. He
effectively demolishes the view that if
we found a watch we would know that
someone must have designed it. Plants,
animals and people are more complex
than watches,  and it follows that they
must  also  have  had  an  intelligent
designer. Darwin showed that evolution
and  natural  selection  can  explain  the
apparent  design,  however  complex
the  organism.  In  a  similar  dismissal
of the argument for religion, Dawkins
describes the many wars and massacres
that have  occurred between people  of
different religions.

The  weakest  part  of  the  book  is
Chapter  6  in  which  Dawkins  claims
that  Darwinian  natural  selection  can
produce moral behaviour. He starts off
persuasively  enough.  Parents  of both
people  and  animals  who  look  after
their offspring have more descendants
than those who do not, and their genes
or  habits  come  to  predominate.  The
same applies to a lesser extent to other
relatives as they share many of the same
genes.  It also applies to members of a
group  or tribe.  If the  members  of the
group or tribe are programmed to help
each other, more of their `selfish' genes
will be passed on to future generations.

This has been said many times. But
most  other  authors  have  also  pointed
out that groups or tribes will benefit if
they  can  steal  the  land  or belongings
of other  groups  or  tribes.  So  natural
selection  makes  us  altruistic  towards
members  of  our  group  but  hostile
towards  those  outside  our  group.  R.
Lewin, writing in Natural History, May
1996,  states  that  evolution  could  lead
to altruism but only towards members
of the same group:  ``If group selection
does exist, altruism may be one result
but  genocide  would  be  another  less
welcome outcome". Matt Ridley, in his
book The Origins ofvirtue, writes, C`The
neighbouring  or rival  group,  however
defined,  is  automatically  an  enemy".
We see xenophobia at work today in the
attitudes of most people towards those
who belong to  different nations, races
or religions, have different skin colours,
speak  different  languages  or  support
different football teams.

Most  people,  but  not  all  people.
Many  behave  altruistically  towards
those  in different groups,  even at risk
to  themselves.   One  heroic  example
is   Irene   Gut,   a   17-year-old  Polish
Catholic trainee nurse who was made
the  housekeeper  for  a Nazi  major.  At
risk to her life she smuggled food into
the ghetto nearby and hid twelve Jews
in  the  basement  of his  large  house.
When he found out he agreed to leave
the Jews untouched if she became his
mistress.   She  did  so  even  though  a
priest told her she was endangering her
immortal soul.

Why did she do this? God, I suggest,
is the name we give to whatever it is
that  makes  people  willing  to  act  in
this  way.  Traditionalists  think of God
as  a  super-person.  Others,  more  than
Dawkins'  "negligible"  number,  think
of God as a power, force or inspiration.
Again others just hear God's voice. To
quote Wordsworth's Ode to Duty:

There are who ask not
if thine eye

Be on them; who, in love and truth,
Where no misgiving is, rely

Upon the genial sense of youth:
Glad Hearts ! without reproach or blot;

Who do thy work, and know it not:

OnceweacceptthatGodissomething
other than  a  super-person we  can  see
answers to a lot of problems that have
puzzled most of us. "Why do bad things
happen to good people?" Because God
can inspire us but not force us.

"Why  does  God  not  answer  my

prayers?" If I was asked this I would say"When did you last answer someone's

prayer?" We are the ears and hands of
God.   God  is  powerful  because  God
can  inspire  us  to  act  altruistically,  in
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small  ways,  like  giving  to  charities,
and sometimes at risk to our lives, but
cannot  work  miracles.  This  is  not  a
new idea. The Hebrew verb to pray is
/'fez.¢cz/e/ which is a reflexive form and
means  `to judge  oneself'.  The  Jewish
belief  is  reflected  in  the  language:
you  can  see  the  root  letters  of fe¢/crfe
torayer), i.e. t-fi'p-1 in / 'fez.Zpc7/e/. The fez./
bit is the reflexive form .

THE THNKER responds:

ASMALL CORRECTION: THE
title of Rabbi Harold Kushner 's
enormously    successful

theological  book  is  not   `J772); Do  Bczd
Things  Happen  to  Good  People?'
Insisting on randomness as a significant
componentofourworld,Kushnerwould
never have set out to explain why bad
things  occur.  His  title  is   `W7Zc%  Bczc7
Things  Happen to  Good People'. He
presents  God not as the  cause, but as
part of the response to human suffering.

I will certainly not enter the lists in a
discussion  between  two  distinguished
scientists:  our  author,  and  the  author
of  `77ze  God De/z/sz.o7?'.  But  I  would

point out, that Dawkins was not the one
who  ``effectively  demolishes"  William
Paley's  watchmaker  analogy,  or  the

theological  ``argument  from  design".
This was accomplished centuries before
by  David  Hume;  I  will  never  forget
the  intellectual  exhilaration  of reading
as  an  undergraduate  that  section  of
H:urne's  `Enquiry  Concerning  Human
Understanding'.

TrevorKletzoptsforanunderstanding
of God as "the name we give to whatever
itisthatmakespeoplewillingtoactin[an
altruistic manner]". This is similar to the
theology of Mordecai Kaplan, founder
of  tbe  Reconstructionist  Movement
in American  Judaism.  Kaplan  defined
God  as  "the  Power  that  makes  for
salvation",  understanding  "salvation"
to mean the actualization of the human
potential  for  individual  fulfilment  and
mutually  beneficial  interaction.  This
Power is  not supernatural  or personal;
it  functions  within  the  world.   He/
it  does  not  intervene  in  the  realm  of
nature   in  response  to  prayer.   God
therefore  depends  upon  empowered
human beings to act in the world. That is
a respectable position held by far more
modem Jewish thinkers than Dawkins
imagines.

As  for  prayer,  the  fact  that  the
Hedrow  word  le-hitpallel,  "to  pray.',
is  reflexive  strikes  me  as  insufficient
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to  solve this problem.  So many of the
passages  in  the  new  Refomi  Siddur
express  a  theology  that  Trevor  Kletz
and  many  others  cannot  accept:  that
God hears and responds to our prayers,
chose  one people, performed miracles
in the past and renews them every day,
is  infinitely  great  and  awesome  while
human beings are as nothing, our deeds
as  emptiness - the beliefs  that Trevor
Kletz was taught as a child. One option
is  to  read  or  sing  such  passages  in
Hebrew  without  thinking  about  their
meaning.  But  the  translation  is  there
on  the  opposite  page.  Is  such  prayer
hypocritical,   dishonest?   Or  does   it
function  on  a  level  that  philosophical
analysis,  discursive  reason,  scientific
evidence simply do not address? I

TREVOR KLETZ 0BE grczc7ztcz/ecJ I.# chemj.stry
at  Liverpool  University  in   1944  and  spehi  38
years  in  ICI.  On  retiring from  ICI  he  joined
Loughborough Uiiversity, as a Viisiting Prof lessor.
Since  retiring  he  has  written   11   books   on
chemical  engineering  and  is  a  Fellow  Of  the
Royal  Academy  Of Engineering  and  many  other
professional organisations.  He was  c[warded an
OBE in 1997. A member Of Menorah Synagogue,
he was  Chat:rman for  two years  and  edited the
Synagogue 's magazine for 10 years.
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Paul Langsford

ONE  THING  IS  CLEAR  TO
ten  months  down  the  line,

lit is that my membership  of the
North Western Reform Synagogue in
Alyth  Gardens,  Golders  Green  these
last  twenty-five  years  and  my  own
family's continuous involvement in the
Synagogue, the Reform Movement and
the wider Jewish community has given
us invaluable friendships and goodwill.
There  is  something  special  about
Jewish communities, whether it is Alyth
Synagogue, Alyth kindergarten, Akiva
School,  JFS  or  the  Reform,  Liberal,
Masorti and Orthodox movements. The
extraordinary kindness and support we
received is, I aln told, the payback for
our commitment. I never expected it and
I am truly grateful. My story of the last
ten months is a perfect advertisement for
belonging and contributing to a Jewish
community.  It  is  what Julian  Resnick
calls Living Judaism.

I  have  lived a  fairly blameless  life
as  far  as  the  treatment  of my  body
goes.   People   have   been  pleasingly
deceived  about  my  age  and  I  was  fit
compared to most. Then on October 4th
last year, my life changed irreversibly.
Out of the blue, I had an arterial bleed
in my  spine.  This  kind of accident is

extremely  rare,  there  are  only  about
five cases per year in the UK. In simple
terms,  the   swelling  caused  by  this
bleed  created  pressure  on  my  spinal
cord and my body became paralysed
from   the   shoulders   down.   I   was
tetraplegic.

It's astonishing to think that a small
lesion  can  wreak  such  havoc.   The
only  movement  I  could  manage  was
a shrug of the shoulders and a turn of
the head. My ability to breathe became
seriously  impaired  and  I  could barely
whisper. Then I contracted pneumonia
and things  got decidedly wobbly.  The
intensive care team could not give me
a  tracheostomy  and  start  to  manage
my breathing until the pneumonia was
treated.  Thankfully  I  overcame  the
pneumonia, but it was touch and go.

I  remember  very  little  of this  two
week period when I was very ill. It was
only afterwards that I became aware of
the precarious  situation I had been in.
The cocktail of drugs had a frightening
effect on me. I was not sure what was
real  and  what  was  imaginary.  I  had
absurd nightmares  and hallucinations.
I   lost  all   sense   of  time   and  place.
Communication was nearly impossible
because I could not speak.
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It  was  only  in  my  third  week  in
intensive care that a valve was put into
the  tracheostomy  and  it  was  possible
for  me  to  talk.  Being  trapped  in  my
body  and  unable  to  speak  had  been
distressingandfrustratingforeveryone,
and the emotional release of being able
to talk again was indescribable. At last
I could communicate and be understood
- no more lip reading. I was dismayed
when they initially rationed the valve's
use. I had so much to say. It was such a
relief to be able to talk to my wife Sarah
and the children and see how it lifted
their spirits.

Amongst  all  this  drama  I  had  odd
moments   of  clarity.  They  revealed
much  to  me  about  my  Jewish  faith
and how it lives within me, especially
when my life was  I.72  exgive77".a. As I lay
trapped in my body,  I clung on to my
Jewish  soul.  My  focus  on  the  fabric
and people of my Jewish life surfaced
again and again.  It is telling to realise
what  matters  most  of  all.   Money
and  materialism  are  irrelevant  in  this
situation  -  only  family,  friends  and
faith count.

Why should  I  have  remembered to
ask  Sarah  to  wish  Alyth's  c¢cz/crJ?z.",
Lucille   Sher  and  Peter  Backman,
mazeltov?

Why  did  the  memory  of  Rabbi
Marcia Plumb singing "z.sfeebez.rczc¢ at
my bedside provide such inner solace?

As  a  family  we  were  stunned  and
hulnbled  by  the  level  of  support  we
were  given.  Food was  brought to  our
door,  but  this  was  much  more  than
the  `in  a  crisis  cook'  response.  Great
thought  was  put  into  everything.  Our
friends thought about how they could
really help me, Sarah and the children.
They made  it possible  for Sarah to be
at the  hospital  every  day  for the  first
two months. She did not have to worry
about driving and parking. She did not
have  to  cook.   Someone  was  around
to  be  with  the  children  or  collect  and
deliver them wherever they needed to
be. And all our friends,  far and wide,
were regularly sent emails and texts on
my progress. Sarali had always said life
would be easier if she had a cook,  PA
and driver. Now she did.

The   general   consensus   is   that
my  recovery  has   been   quick   and
miraculous.  My  body  has  coped  well
with the trauma of the injury and healed
effectively.  Much  of this process  was
also about mind over matter. But I could
nothaveremainedpositiveandbelieved
I would recover without the unstinting
support of my family and friends. They
gave me faith and self-belief. They gave
me  the  courage  and  determination  to
fight for my life, to rebuild my wasted
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body and to walk again.
Throughout the six months I was in

hospital at the Royal Free in Hampstead
and  then  the  National  Spinal  Injury
Centre  (NSIC)  at  Stoke  Mandeville
Hospital I received visits, phone calls,
texts, emails, letters and cards. I never
felt  out  of touch  with  Jewish  North
West London. At times I felt I probably
knew more about what was happening
at Alyth  than  most.  It  was  that  sense
of being  connected  even  when  I  was
out  in Aylesbury  and the  only Jew  at
the NSIC that sustained me. Ironically
I  saw more  of my  family  and friends
than  I normally would have  at home.
I  had  quality  time  with  them  and
wonderful conversations. It made such
a  difference  to  my morale  during  the
clinical  stage  of my  recovery  and the
four  long  months  of  rehabilitation.
The  psychological  boost  of  hearing
feedback on my progress was just the
tonic I needed.

The rabbinic support was excellent,
not just for me but more importantly
for  Sarah  and  the  children.   It  was
a  very  distressing,   challenging  and
exhausting time for my family and the
rabbis  and  professional  staff showed
remarkable insight, understanding and
Care.

I  was  aware  of all  the  effort  and
prayers from the rabbis and friends. In
those critical early days, my family was
not alone in its bedside vigil and many
prayed  at  my  bedside.  Even  on Yom
Kippur  Rabbi  Laura  Janner-Klausner
and some friends were present.

I  was  thrilled  when  Rabbi  Mark
Goldsmith had the foresight to record
Charlie's   re-read   of  his   bczr  773;./zi/crfe

portion  and  brought  the  CD  to  my
bedside.  The  pride  and  pleasure  of
hearing my son /e)/77 so beautifully was
deeplymovingandthejoyneverwaned
with repeated listening.

Another  way  that  made  the  Alyth
connection  special  was   finding  out
that  three   members   of  the   Royal
Free  staff were  congregants.  My  dear
friend Anthony Ordman is a consultant
anaesthetist  at  the  Royal  Free   and
called in on me nearly every day. Also,
my neurological consultant and one of
my `super' nurses in intensive care are
Alyth members.

I  liked  the  fact that  it was  not just
Alyth  members  that  helped  and  that
it  was   cross-communal.   I   was   so
touched  when  my  very  Orthodox
dentist arrived at Stoke Mandeville with
his instruments to check my teeth, and
especially when he gave me a j7crvc7cz/czfe
fJczggedc7fe.   A  doctor   and   member
of  New  North  London   Synagogue
bounced up to me in the Royal Free to

tell  me  it  was  he  who  recommended
a  tracheostomy.  Then  there  was  my
Orthodox  accountant  from  Stanmore
who   completely   understood   my
heartbreak  over  not  being  able  to  do
hagbahah ever a;givlr\.

The  pastoral  care  at  JFS  has  been
omnipresent   througb   the   whole
academic year and the children received
both  practical  and  emotional  support.
The  children  have  been  remarkable
and  kept  up  with  their  school  work,
especially Hannah who was sitting her
AS level exams and Sophie who was in
her first year at JFS.

I came home from Stoke Mandeville
in April,  in fact on  Seder Night - my
dash for freedom. This was like no other
Passover. Home at last. But myjoumey
was still far from over.

The last three months at home have
been  the  toughest  emotionally  and
physically.  To  embrace  again  all  that
is precious to me, to rejoin family life
and to come back into the community
has not been straightforward. Nor has
the process of continuing my journey of
recovery and rehabilitation.  Or getting
back to work and re-engaging with my
business  in  the  teeth  of a  depression.
There is all sorts of baggage when you
go through something like this - guilt
for  all  the  stress  and  anxiety  I  have
caused my family, bereavement for the
old Paul, someone I will never be again;
and being overwhelmed by the outside
world, with all its noise and pressures.
For these reasons and so many more, I
am etemally grateful for the continuing
love and help of our family and friends
- lifts to and from the gym,  company
on  my  walks,  heart-warming  chats
and moral  support.  Where would I be
without  you?  Every  time  I  see  your
faces I glow inside.

I have fought shy of naming all the
people  who  have  helped us,  there  are
too many and I would run the risk of
leaving  someone  out.  They  all  know
who  they  are  and   Sarah,  Hannah,
Charlie,   Sophie  and  I  send  heartfelt
thanks to each and every one.

I am determined to be there for Yom
Kippur this year and I  carmot  express
my  happiness   at  being   invited  to
carry out a 777z./zi/czfe with my daughter,
Harmah,  on Yon Kippur.  It means  so
much to me.

And do you know, the strength and
movement  in  my  arms  has   started
to  come  back.  I  may  just  be  doing
fecrgbczfeczfe again after all.

Life is beautiful I
PAUL  LANGSFORD   z.s  cz  we#7be/.  a/ j4/};/A,
an Akiva School  Governor and a Trustee Of the
Jewish  Community Day School Advisory Board.
He  Jlins  a  corporate  branding  and  reporting
consultancy, Langsford Corporate Design.
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BARRY  HYMAN  TALKS TO
DEBORAH YOUNGISOJVLERS

AND  DAVID MITCHELL
OUR  NEW  RABBIS

Part One - Barry Hyman talks
to new Rabbis Deborah Young-

Somers (West London Synagogue)
and David Mitchell (Rndl.ett &

Bushey Ref form Synagogue).
They were among eight men and

women who received semichah at
Leo Baeck College in July 2009.

Their experiences, to be published
over two issues, promise exciting

prospects fior the future of the
Progressive Rabbinate.

Q..  Can  you  say  a  little  about  your
upbringing?
Debbie Y-S: I grew up as the youngest
of three. My father's family is a mix of
Litvaks  (Lithuanians)  and  Crimeans,
a  remnant  of whom  fled  pogroms  in
the  1880s  for  England.  My  mother's
side boasts  Sephardi  origins,  reaching
England   in   the   early   1700s   from
Holland.  A  great-grandfather  was  a
Ls¢ocfeez in Leeds. His father was Rabbi
Abba Katz who taught in the Ponivezh
Yeshivah.  My  father  came  from  an
academic   family.   My  grandfather
invented  the  Rolls  Royce  Jet  Engine
silencer,  discovered  why  the  Comet
airplane  fell  out  of the  sky,  and  was
responsible  for  exonerating  the  pilot
of the  Munich Air Crash.  My mother
comes from a very active Zionist family.
My  grandparents  left  France  before
the  Second World War and joined the
British Army in Haifa. Back in England
for  my  mum's  birth,  they  returned

to  fight  in  the  War  of Independence.
Back in the UK again they were active
with the 35s, involved in securing the
release  of Refuseniks,  a  temi  which
Michael  Sherbome,  my  grandfather,
coined. My parents joined the Reform
Movement and I was raised at Radlett &
Bushey from the age of three, being Bat
Mitzvah  by  Rabbi  Alexandra  Wright
who succeeded Rabbi Barbara Borts. I
did not know men could be rabbis until
I was fourteen.
David  Mitcheu:  I  am  the  oldest  of
five,  grew  up  Orthodox  and  attended
Edgware  United,  B'nei  Akiva  and
Hasmonean  Grammar  School.   My
grandmother  came  to  this  country
from  Germany  in  1939.  The  family
had  a  long  history  in  German  Jewry
and were the Jewish authority in their
village.  The  family  goes  back  to  the
13th century Maharam, Rabbi Meir of
Rothenburg. My matemal grandfather
calne  from  Austria  and  arrived  on  a
Kindertransport.  His  mother  came
here as  a domestic servant.  His father
perished  in  Auschwitz.  My  paternal
grandfather told me about involvement
with  East  End  street  battles  against
Mosley's Blackshirts.
Q;     What  sort  of schooling  did you

have  and  how  much  did  being
Je;wish figure in your life?

DY-S: We  were  a  shul-going  family.
Seder  is  a  powerful  childhood
memory.  I  stayed  involved  in
the Radlett community even as a
teenager  when  I  had  essentially
rejected the idea of God. However,
I  chose  Lancaster  University,
largely  because  of its  fantastic
Religious Studies department that
allowed me to  study all sorts  of
wonderful  things,  but the  small
intimate  Jewish  Society  also
appealed.  Secondary  School had
been  Watford  Grammar  under
the Headship of Helen Hyde, now
an  active  member of Radlett  &
Bushey. Rabbi Charley Baginsky
was a year ahead of me at Watford
Grammar too.  My  friends  were
a  Catholic,  an Anglican,  a Hare
Krishnah,  a  Jehovah's  Witness,
and  a  sworn  Atheist,  perhaps
laying  the  ground  for  later
interfaith work.

DM: At Hasmo Prep. I had a fabulous
education,  loved Jewish  Studies
and  was  made  Head  Boy.  At
school  I was  told that one  day I
would become  a rabbi,  yet  once
I became  a questioning teenager
nothing  seemed  less  likely.  I
was  often thrown  out  of Jewish
Studies classes for asking the sort
of questions that a nice Orthodox
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boy  really  should  not.  On  one
occasion  we  were  visited  by  a
famous Orthodox rabbi who, for
some reason,  asked the gathered
6th  formers  to  raise  their hands
if they believed in the Oral Law.
I was the only one not to and he
singled me out. "You, why don't
you believe?", to which I replied,
paraphrasing  Pirkei  Avot  1:i"How many fences can you build

around  a  fence?".  That  smart
comment  earned  me  a  term's
expulsion  from Talmud  classes.
I  studied  at  Jews'  College  for  a
Diploma  in  Part-Time  Jewish
Education.

Q;     What/who  took you towards  the
rabbinate as a career?

DY-S: Rabbi  Wright  first  suggested  it
when I was sixteen. I rejected the
idea so  strongly that she  did not
dare mention it again. I felt at the
timethatbeliefinGodwasafairly
important part of the job descrip-
tion. As I went off to university I
was becoming involved in inter-
faith  dialogue.  This  repeatedly
took me to Germany and Poland
and the  concentration  camps. At
university, fending for myself for
the first time, I discovered Jewish
life  and peoplehood  was  a  deep
part of my identity and began to
keep kosher and engage in rituals
in ways I had never done at home.
This  was finally reconciled on  a
trip to Berlin with what was then
`Reform  Students' -it  should

have  been  `Pre-Jewish  Profes-
sionals boot camp' as four of ten
participants  are  now rabbis,  one
is a cantor, and five have worked
for Jewish organisations. This trip
helped me sort out a lot of the God
stuff. Once that was sorted out, it
was just an  obvious thing to  do
- it would allow me to invest in
the community, to learn, to teach,
to  engage  in  interfaith  dialogue.
Most  of all  it  would  enable  me
to  empower others  to find what
excited them about their Judaism.

DM: I chose Oxford as my University
because  I  wanted  out  of my
Orthodox  bubble.  I  arrived  with
my kippah on my head and kosher
pots  and  pans  in  my  private
kitchen. At the JSoc stand at the
Freshers' Fayre,  they'd heard of
me.  Within  four  months  I  was
Oxford JSoc's  Chair elect. What
JSoc  and  the  Union  of Jewish
Students offered me was a chance
to  meet Jews  from other walks
of life.  This  was  compounded
by teaching at Oxford's pluralist
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Cheder where  I had to  research
the viewpoints of various Jewish
denominations.   The  pivotal
moments in my Jewish life were at
theUJSWinterConference.Firstly
I met Debbie, whose passion for
Refomi Judaism was  infectious.
We became close friends. At one
conference  there was  a  moving
keynote session with Dr Richard
Stone  (Aleph-Alif)  and Neville
Lawrence, father of the murdered
teenager  Stephen  Lawrence.
Towards the end a woman rabbi
stood up and spoke so movingly
about how  she was  feeling,  that
all I could think was "yes, that's
exactly what I  feel". At the  end
of the  session I made  a bee-line
for Rabbi Deborali Kahn-Harris,
then Reb Deb, the RSGB Student
Chaplain,  and spoke with her. A
few months later I invited her, as
the guest of honour, to attend the
UJS  Western  Region  Weekend
that I was  organising  in Oxford.
We talked for most of the weekend
and we have never stopped.  She
encouraged  and  supported  me,
especially  when  I  `came  out'  a
few months  later. A few months
later  still  whilst  attending  the
Reform  Student  Berlin  Trip,  I
met Miriam,  now Rabbi,  Berger
and  others.  They  were  so  clear
about  their professional  Jewish
career  aspirations  that  I  also
begantothinkthatmaybemylong
forgotten  dream  of becoming  a
rabbi was not totally dead.

Toying   with   the   idea   of
becoming  a rabbi  and  applying
to  Leo  Baeck  College  I  went
on  a  leadership  programme  to
Israel  with twenty-three Eastern
European Jewish Student Leaders.
A woman who had barely spoken
all month  asked one  of the men
from  Romania,  whose  brother
is  the  only Chazan  in Bucharest,
if he  and  I  could  sing  the  tune
that we had sung on the coach a
few  days  earlier.  She  explained
that  this  tune,  to  I '77€cz#  czcfeczz.,
was the one she remembered her
grandfather  singing  to  her as  a
lullaby  when  he  rocked  her  to
sleep.  Her grandfather had been
forbiddenfrompractisingJudaism
in Communist Russia, so the tune
was  all  she  remembered  about
him. Until the coach trip she had
no idea that it was a Jewish tune.
The powerful coincidence for me
was  that  my  grandparents  had
also rocked me, singing the same
tune. At one point during the long

evening,  I  metaphorically  took
a  step back from the  action  and
looked around the room. The next
moming I woke up with a slight
hang-over and  a certainty that I
wanted to become a rabbi.

I  completed  my  Geography
degree and went into Jewish Edu-
cation  as  Southern Fieldworker
and  Educator  for  the  Union  of
Jewish Students. I was appointed
Director of Education and Youth
for Finchley Reform Synagogue,
who were mad enough to appoint
a schnip of a twenty-two year old
to  a  senior  position.  I  came  to
realise  how wonderful  it was  to
be part of a thriving community.
I  also  started  a  2-  year  MA  in
Jewish Education  at Leo  Baeck
College.  Having  established that
I was a Reform Jew, I applied for
the rabbinic progralrme.

Q..     What  reaction  does  a  student
get  during  his/her  year with  a
community?

DY-S: Most  congregants  have  been
incredibly warm and welcoming,
appreciative  and  encouraging.
I  haven't been patronized but  I
do  bring  out  something  a  little
maternal  or  paternal  in  some
congregants, which is very sweet.
The worst responses I've had are
because  I'm  female,  with  a  few
congregants finding a woman on
the  bimah  difficult to  take,  and
some tasks not being open to me
in ways  they would be  to  male
colleagues.  This  can  be  hugely
frustrating,  but  has  taught  me
a  lot  about  the  realities  of the
rabbinate and people's prejudices
and comfort levels.

DM: The  community  were  pleased
to  have  a  Community  Student
Rabbi. This past year was one of
transition  as  my  role  increased.
Congregants were friendly but the
odd slip of "Rabbi" David crept in
(something I wasn't comfortable
with until ordained) and there was
talk about what life-cycle events I
might be around to conduct over
the  years  to  come.  Perhaps  the
most heart-warming reaction was
thewaytheysupportedmethrough
a recent family bereavement, and
showing genuine enthusiasm for
my ordination .

To  be  continued in the  next issue  Of
MANNA.

BARRY  HYMAN,  o7€ce  o/ A4larfu  &  fpe#ce;;
is   a  former   PR  Consultant   to   RSGB   and
continually  advocates  for  Radlelt  &  Bushey
Reform Synagogue where he is Vice President.
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CREATING
NEW RITUAL

Sylvia Rothschild

ITHINK  BACK  MORE  THAN
twenty years  ago.  I  was  a newly
ordained rabbi  in  my  first weeks

with the congregation, when I received
a phone call to say a full term baby had
been stillbom.

A  funeral  was  arranged.   It  was
the  moming  of  Kol  Nidrei,   and  I
misunderstoodthehesitationofthe/.a/77?
cemetery superintendent. A funeral for
a  still  born baby -  did  I  really  want
to  do  it? Awash  with  my  own  recent
matemity  I  could  not  understand  the
question - of course I did. The day after
Yon Kippur. Not too early.

Only after Neilah, arriving home and
searching  for  the  appropriate  service,
did his hesitancy make sense. Tradition
provides  no  service  for  a  child  who
has  not  lived  for  thirty  days.  There
was nothing to guide the ritual, and the
usual  funeral  service  was  inadequate
and  inappropriate.  What  was  I  going
to  say  to  the  grieving  parents?  What
were  they  going  to  do  when  they
found  that  Judaism  did  not  seem  to
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address  their  grief?  How  could  I  at
least bring  a  shadow  of God  into  the
pain  and  support them  as  they buried
their longed for child? How would they
connect to the community and the faith
they so desperately needed at this time?

In  the   days  before  internet  and
computers,  with  portable  typewriter,
scissors,   glue  and  the  local  library
copier,  I  wrote  a  funeral  service  from
scratch using empathy and compassion,
my  personal  library  and  knowledge
of bible.  Somehow  I  found  texts  of
mouming  and  grief that  spoke  to  the
loss  of  a  child,   and  also  texts  that
spoke of companionship and transition
through  that  unutterable  pain.  There
is no answer to the question about the
whereabouts  of God  in  this  situation,
but  it  seemed  to  me  that  it  was  vital
that  a  doorway  should  be  kept  open,
a threshold  created so  that  God could
be  possible.  Even,  however  distant,  a
presence.

Since that day my colleagues  and I
have officiated at many such funerals.

Our  synagogues  provide  communal
services  of memorial  for  the  loss  of
a  child.  The  idea,  that  just  because
tradition  has  no  words  for  this,  the
modem Jew should remain liturgically
dumb, the event unmarked in religious
ways, is one we would not countenance
now. In my own rabbinate I have seen
the shift in expectation - when there is
a lifecycle  event of importance,  there
must  be  Jewishly  authentic  ways  to
acknowledge it, to make the transition
through  it,  to  connect  it to  our living
tradition, and more - to attach the lived
experience  into  the  chain  of religious
encounters begun in the early chapters
of the Book of Genesis.

Tradition  gives  us  a  few  key  life
events to mark our progress - temporal
and spiritual - through life. For a boy
there  is  brz.f,  circumcision - the  entry
into the covenant. There is boy "z./zi;c7fe
-  the  acknowledgement  of reaching
an age  of responsibility and maturity,
hopefully  with  the  Jewish  life  skills
embedded within.  There  are marriage
rites and death rituals. These are helpful
but  not  enough.  Progressive  Judaism
recognised  the  dearth  of  ceremony
for  girls  and  so  brought  in  brz.Z  bczz,  a
covenanting rituavcelebration of birth
and bat mitavah.

But our lives are different now. We
live longer and we live differently. We
are  distanced  from  the  absolute  faith
of tradition and unwilling to  subsume
ourselves to the unarguable will of God.
We have more time. We have a strong
sense  of self and  our  own  individual
needs.  We  live  in  modemity  where
everything must be examined and either
selected as useful to us or else ignored.
Birth, puberty, marriage and death are
not the only mileposts we need on our
journey. We have to try to make sense
of so much more.

And  so  the  modern  tradition  of
creating  rituals  has  begun  and  taken
root,  enriching  our  lived  experiences.
Every religious grouping is developing
new  ways   of  expressing   spiritual
needs, mostly, though not all, 1ifecycle
based.  Suddenly  there  are  all  sorts  of
personalised  rituals  to  help  us  grow
through  the  multiplicity  of important
events  in  our  lives,  and  now,  instead
of finding  there  is  nothing  out  there,
the problem is to sort through the huge
amount of material offered.

There  are  questions  involved in the
creation  of ritual  and  liturgy  that  are
not  always  asked.   But  they  should
be.  Though  lives  constantly  present
us with changes we must face, not all
of them  require  a  religious  response.
Many that do require such a response
can be addressed with a simple prayer
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in everyday language. If we want to go
further we have  to  ask why we  want
to  sanctify  -  and  I  choose  the  word
deliberately  -  the  change.  In  setting
something  apart  in  holiness,  what
do  we  believe we  are  doing? Are  we
connecting  ourselves  to  the  temporal
chain of our ancestors and descendants?
Are  we  connecting  ourselves  to  our
community?  In  what  way  are  we
making  these  connections   and  for
what  purpose?  And  then  we  have  to
begin to ask ourselves how we ground
these connections, how we source and
resource  them  in  indisputably  Jewish
Ways.

For  example,  a  ritual  process  for
someone  undergoing  abortion  took
some  years  to  complete.  Each  time
I  listened  to  the  fecz//czrczfe  of "czc¢czr
Cfeoc7eLg¢, the reading from the prophets
on the  Shabbat before the new moon,
the   words   "you   will   be   missed"
triggered a little more. The ritual is not
about confession,  or removal of guilt,
but  about weaving the  experiences  of
theeventintoareligiouslyunderpinned
life.  There  are  times  when  a Jew  has
to  make the  decision to terminate the
life  of an  unborn child.  I  began  with
the Jewish legal  idea of the 7ioc7e/  the
pursuer. I deliberately used "z.fat;efe and
lunar time as a framework. This liturgy
may not pass the test of time, but I had
to believe that this act was capable of
being sanctified, and that our traditional
forms could be brought in to do so.

Currently I aln writing rituals around
assisted suicide.  Rituals, because both
the  decision  to  help  take  part  and the
decision  to  refuse  to,  appear  to  me
to  have  ramifications  in  the  way  we
encounter God in our world. For me the
creation of new rituals is the bridging of
us in our world with the Source of all
worlds.  Rituals  may  mark  transition,
be  emotionally  supportive,  reflect  our
values  and  provide  behaviour  and
words  for  us  to  express  important
milestones,  but  ultimately  if they  are
only  about  us,  they  are  religiously
incomplete.

Goldie  Milgram,   in  a  new  book
entitled   `Living  Jewish  Life  Cycle'
(Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,
VT,   ISBN   978-1580233354,   pb,
$19.99),  addresses this by writing that
successful  ritual  elements  have  four
essential   dimensions  -  ``Grounding
in  the   physical   world,   addressing
needs and adding beauty; arousing and
supporting  emotions   and  concerns;
reflecting  values,  thoughts  and  ideals,
raising awareness. And building  spirit
and  connections,  which  synergize  to
yield  wonderful  moments  of pure  `in
the  flow'  (w)holiness".  Unfortunately
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much of what she describes in the book
allows connection to God to be at best a
side-effect of a process which is in love
with the individual experience created.
It  is  also  culled  from  psychological
theories  or  mystical  traditions,  rather
than  classic  Jewish  experience.  Thus
menarche is marked using a bath with
addedrainwater,whichisnotexplained,
rather than a rmz.h/efe. The suggestion is
made  that  in  future  there  be  time  set
aside for a monthly bath during which
one  might  particularly  review  the

My ultra Orthodox
Talmud teacher

was fond Of saying
that he was prepared

to teach Talmud
to Progressive

Rabbinic students
because we were the

people who needed
it most -we would
have to understand
it deeply i,n order to
be able to use it and

reinterpret it.

month gone by, with its lost potentials
and its letting go, its new developments
and  strengths,  and  a  brief  blessing
formula offered. But then immediately
the  suggestion  is  made to  teach  about
breast  examination,   contraception,
AIDS and heapes awareness, and good
nutrition. All  of this  is  certainly  good
to teach young adults, but for me out of
place in a book about meaningful ritual.

Again and again this book shies away
from  the  religiously  personal.  God  is
almostalwaysputintothepassivevoice,
for example when the parental blessing
torchidren"y'simlchaElohimk'Efraim
v Kfez.jl4le7zczLsfee "  becomes   "may  your
God  given  nature  be  like  Efraim  and
Menashe",  and the priestly blessing is
inteapreted  into  "May  you  be  blessed
and  always  know  you  are  cared  for".

Rituals "sculpt personal character" and
B'mitzvahs (Milgram's choice of word
"out of respect for ink, trees and gender

inclusiveness")  lead  to  "emotionally
satisfying, intellectually expanding and
spirited experiences for the initiate and
those in attendance". In every list in this
book,  emotional  satisfaction  precedes
religious  discipline and connectedness
to the Other.

In her world "most Jews  no  longer
follow  the  most  classical  path"  and
much  of  this  book  demonstrates  a
disregard  for textual  literacy  and  any
communal  norm  or  willingness  to
understand  or  reframe  the  classical
path for modem needs. Instead there is
much good advice and common sense
for  marriage  and  parenting  guidance,
and while  acknowledging the benefits
of diversity, the implication is clear that
subjective satisfaction and the renewal/
Hasidic  tradition  is  the  religious  gold
standard.

My ultra  Orthodox Talmud teacher
was fond of saying that he was prepared
toteachTalmudtoProgressiveRabbinic
students  because  we  were  the  people
who needed it most - we would have
to understand it deeply in order to be
able  to  use  it  and  reintexpret  it.  The
same  is  true  for  the  development  of
new  liturgical  markers  -  we  need  to
understand the process  and puxpose if
we  are  to  build  Jewishly  appropriate
ones.  There is an identifiable need for
many  more  life  events  to  be  marked
within   a   Jewish   framework   than
cuITently exist, but the answer is not to
provide  individual  `peak'  experiences
disconnected  from  traditional  forms
and  current  communities,  in  order
primarily  to  emotionally  satisfy  or
psychologically  support.  The  subtitle
of this book "How to create meaningful
Jewish rites  of passage at every stage
of Life"  is  not  answered  here.  It  will
take   our  collective   searching   and
connecting to  our texts  and traditions,
our need to sanctify and to weave our
experiences into something greater and
larger than our individual expression or
satisfaction, for us to create meaningful
Jewish rites  of passage that will  enter
the worship tradition.

Ours  is  the  first  generation  to  take
on  the  challenge  to  provide  religious
expression  for  life  events,  something
I  am  sure that has  come with women
entering the rabbinate though it is not
limited to women rabbis. We are just at
the beginning I.
RABBI  SYLVIA  ROTHSCHILD   j-eccz.vcc7
s_emicha  in   1987   and  served  Bromley  Reform
Synago.gue  until  2002.  She  is  now  pioneering
a jobsharing  rabbinate  with  Sybil  Sheridan  irn
Wimbledon synagogue.
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MY ABSENTEE MENTOR
EMIL FACKENHEIM

IN THE FIVE YEARS BETWEEN
Hitler'scomingtopowerin1933and
K7.z.Jfcz/J7?czc¢f,  the  state-sponsored

NazipogrominNovemberl938,Jewish
learning  in Germany  experienced  a
renaissance. Deprived of opportunities
tomaketheirwayinnon-Jewishsociety,
even assimilated Jews were  attracted
to  Jewish study and Jewish life.  Emil
Ludwig Fackenheim, born in  1916 in
Halle, grew up in this milieu. In  1935
he  eurolled in the j7ocfescfe"/e /#r c7z.e
WissenschaftdesJudentums,I:fueTjhoexal
rabbinic seminary in Berlin.

Followingjb.z.s'fcz//77crc%fhewastaken
to  the  Sachsenhausen  concentration
camp. Upon his release a few months
later, he was ordalned in haste and left
with his parents and one of his brothers
for Scotland. His older brother refused
to go with them and perished in one of
the  death  camps.  When Britain  went
to  war  with  Germany  in  September
1939, many German citizens living in
the  country,  even  though  themselves
victims  of Nazism,  were  declared
enemyaliensanddeported.Fackenheim
ended up in Canada.

When  he  was  released  from  the
Canadian internment camp, he became
the  Rabbi  of the  Reform  Synagogue
in  Halhilton,  Ontario.  While  serving
the  congregation  he  completed  his
academic  studies  and  for  some  four
decades  was  professor  of philosophy
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Dow Marmur
at the University of Toronto. Upon his
retirement in  1984, he  and his  family
went to live in Jerusalem where Emil
Fackenheim died in 2003 .

He was  an inspiring teacher.  In his
obituary  in  the  Gefcz7it7z.cz7z  on  October
10,   2003,   Lawrence  Joffe  wrote:
"He  became  a  master  interpreter  of

Kant,  Hegel  and  Schelling,  reviving
biblical and Talmudic texts that spoke
directly to the existential uncertainties
confronting 20th-century humanity. He
cherished the `quiet voice of God' over
the imposing deity at Sinai; he linked
ancient  Greek  thinkers  who  wrote
77?z.c7rcrs7z,   or  homiletic   discourses   on
the Bible.„

While  teaching  at  the  University
of  Toronto,  Fackenheim  was  also
connected   to   the   Holy   Blossom
Temple in the city. There he taught the
confirmation class for many years and
gave  lectures,  especially  around  the
High Holy Days. His first book, Paths
to Jewish Belief, 1960, was based on his
confirmation course.

One  of his  students  both  at  Holy
Blossom Temple and at the Uhiversity
of Toronto  was  Am  Bayefsky,  now
a  distinguished  intemational  human
rights lawyer. Thouch her style reflects
the affection of a faithful disciple, her

assessment is sober and apt:
Listening   carefully   to   Professor
Fackenheim  required  sitting  in  the
front  row.  His  heavy  German  accent
remained with him all his life. Beyond
this  superficial  impediment,  however,
he was one of the 20th Century's greatest
orators.  One  could hear  a pin  drop,  in
otherwise  restless  crowds,  though  his
subject  matter  was  Rosenzweig  and
Hegel.  He  would  infuse  each  lecture
with a central theme, spell it out at the
begiming,weaveacomplexstorydrawn
from  the  leading  philosophical  figures
and  Jewish  teachings  over  thousands
of years, and conclude with a reminder
bearing out his opening remade. Every
lecture at the University,  every sermon
at  the  synagogue,  was  a  work  of art.
Everyone who heard him sought to be
a better person, to understand more, to
reach  deeper  (The  Joumal Nativ  16:6,
November 2003).

Moving  to  Israel  was  an  act  of
enomous courage, for no philosopher
should  ever  live  according  to  his
teachings.Fackenheimtriedtodisprove
the  rule  and  remained  committed  to
the  Jewish  state  until  his  dying  day,
even though Israel was not particularly
committedtohim.AmBayefskyagain:

It is a serious failing that Israel was not
as  welcolning  as  it  should  have  been.
Promises  of  positions  disappeared,
invitations  to   speak  at  appropriate
moments  were  not  forthcoming.  His



Hebrew  language  skills  did not  enable
him to deliver the masterpieces of which
he  was  capable  in  another  language.
Undeterred,  he  continued to  travel  the
world  when  he  could,  contributing  to
dialogue  and  leaning  in  other  places.
He  kept writing.  He  read prodigiously
throughout his  life  in  a multiplicity  of
languages.

Perhaps   the   main  reason  why
Fackenheim  was  not  recognized  in
Israel  was  that  theology,  including
Holocaust theology, has never been in
the centre of Jewish intellectual life in
general  and Israeli  intellectual  life  in
particular.  His  message  had  become
important  for  Diaspora  Jewry  in  the
decades  after the  1967  Six Day War,
when  Jewish  survival  and  Jewish
continuity in the midst of the dangers
from without  and  the  attractions  and
opportunities  of assimilation were  on
the  agenda  of virtually  every  Jewish
community outside Israel. But the issue
was  never  equally  significant  in  the
Jewish  state,  even  though  its  Jewish
citizens faced many more real dangers
than their  sisters  and brothers  in the
Diaspora.  The  challenge and the way
Israel  was  perceived  by  Fackenheim
seemedformanylsraelistobeprimarily
a Diaspora phenomenon: a mixture of
an  exaggerated  fear  of anti-Semitism
and  a  somewhat  romantic  view  of
Zionism.

When Fackenheim embarked on his
academic career more than six decades
ago,  Jews  in  the  Diaspora  were  not
yet  able  to  reflect  on  the  Holocaust,
though  many  lived in  its  shadow.  In
the  two  decades  that  followed,  when
historic analyses and personal memoirs
of the tragedy began to appear in print,
those  equipped to  formulate religious
responses were still not ready to speak.
The  first  period  of  post-Holocaust
Jewish writing was a plea for silence.
Paradoxically,  survivors  and  others
wrote  in  order  to  show  readers  that
nothing  could really be  said,  because
the experience was too overwhelming
forwords.ThoughFackenheimhimself
had spent a period in a concentration
camp, for many years he neither spoke
nor VIote about it.

He   was   not   unique.   Though
memories  of those  fateful  years  was
the predominant topic of conversation
as I was growing up amidst Holocaust
survivors  in  Sweden,  I  heard  little
about it when I came to the Leo Baeck
College,  more  than  a  decade  after
the end of World War 11. Though our
teachers  were  mostly  refugees  from
Hitler's  Germany  and  even  though
one of them, Ignaz Maybaum, is now
known  as  a  Holocaust  theologian,

2

the S7zo 'cr didn't figure in our studies.
The College made much of being the
successor of the j7oc%Fc7zzfJe in Berlin
that was  destroyed by the Nazis,  yet
the Holocaust was not reflected in the
curriculum.

Nor  did  the  great  exponents  of
contemporary  Jewish  thought,  whom
we  studied  and who  had  themselves
experienced  Nazism,  speak  or  write
openly  about  it.  In retrospect,  we  do

I believe that the
need to go beyond
the commandment

to survive still
remains relevant,
not least in Israel,
where despite all

security thieats and
the danger Of Irc[hian

nuclearweapons,
Jews are more

corfident about their
personal sofety than

about the future
and the purpose

OfJudalsm.

indeed find allusions in some of their
post-war  writings,  but  that  was  not
obvious  to  us  at  the  time.  Even  Leo
Baeck  himself,  who  had  continued
to  write  and teach both in  Cincinnati
and in London until his death in 1956,
seems  to  have  made  only  oblique
references to his life under the Nazis.
We knew, of course, that he had been
the  undisputed  leader  of  German
Jewry  in those years  and that he had
survived  the  concentration  camp  of
Theresieustadt, but we were not made
aware of what that meant to him and
to us, the potential teachers of the new
generation.

Similarly,  there  are  references  in
essays by Martin Buber, who until he
left  for  Palestine   after  K7.z.sZc}//72crc¢Z

had played  a  seminal role  in  the  life
of German Jewry, but these were not
obvious to me and I do not recall that
our  teachers  pointed  them  out  to  us.
Abraham Joshua Heschel, to mention
yet  another  thinker  who  escaped  the
Nazis and whose family had perished,
had also written about the tragedy, but
at the time that was not recognized by
us either.

All that changed in the Summer of
1967, when around the time of Israel's
Six  Day  War  the  theological journal
J#c7czz.f77?  published  a  transcript  of  a
symposiuni  it  had  sponsored  a  few
months earlier about Jewish values after
the  Holocaust.  Participants  included
George  Steiner,  the  distinguished
literary  critic,  Elie  Wiesel,  by  then
already the  internationally recognized
witness   to   the   Sfeo'cz,   and   Emil
Fackenheim,  a  relatively  unknown
professor   of  philosophy   at   the
UhiversityofToronto.

Fackenheim's     contribution
catapulted him to  intemational  fame;
it made a lasting impression on me and
many of my generation. For it is in that
symposium  that  he  first  formulated
his   so-called  614tb  commandment,
later   sometimes   called   the   llth
commandment, as Christians would be
more familiar with the biblical 10 than
withtherabbinic613.Themessagewas
sinple: Jews must survive in order not
to give Hitler a posthumous victory:

If the  614th  commandment  is  binding
upon  the  authentic  Jew,  then  we  are,
first,  commanded  to  survive  as  Jews,
lest  the  Jewish  people  perish.  We  are
commanded, second, to remember in our
very guts and bones the martyrs  of the
Holocaust, lest their memory perish. We
are forbidden, thirdly, to deny or despair
of God, however much we may contend
with Him,  lest Judaism perish.  We  are
forbidden, finally, to despair of the world
as  the  place  which  is  to  become  the
Kingdom of God, lest we help make it a
meaningless place in which God is dead
or irrelevant and everything is permitted.

Whereas  the  conventional  view  of
Judaism maintains that only consistent
adherence  to  ffczJc7fa7zczfe,   Jewish  law
as  manifest  in  a  Jewish  lifestyle,
can  assure  Jewish  survival,  validate
Jewish memory, and allow the Jew to
affirm  God  and  accept  the  world  as
it  is,  the  criteria  for  Jewish  survival
as  outlined by Fackenhein  offered  a
radically different framework. With the
exception of Irving Greenberg and the
late  Eliezer  Berkovits,  contemporary
exponents of orthodox Judaism seem to
show little interest in history, including
the   Holocaust.   To   non-Orthodox
Jews, on the other hand, the theme of
the  symposiuln  and  the  formulation
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by  Fackenheim  was  something  of a
revelation. For the brief statement cited
above is not just a slogan,  although it
has been used as such in some quarters.
Its solid philosophical underpinning is
reflected  in  several  of Fackenhein's
books, notably in To Mend the World
(Schocken Books,1983 & 1989).

For  me   personally  he   became
something of an absentee mentor. From
then on I have tried to read everything
hewroteandwasparticularlyinfluenced
by his  collection of essays,  Quest for
Past  and  Future  (Indiana  University
Press,  1968), which did not deal with
the  Holocaust  but  with  aspects  of
liberal  Jewish  theology  and  was,  in
fact,  prepared  for publication  before
the  Judaism  symposiuni.  That  book
helped to give a context to my life as
a Reform Jew that went far beyond the
institutional  framework  of what  then
was known as the Reform Synagogues
of Great Britain.  Whereas  my  earlier
understanding  of  Reform  Judaism
was  coloured  by  polemics  and  often
measured  itself  against  Orthodoxy,
especially  in  its  most  intransigent
manifestations, I now found a way of
affirmingmyreligiouscommitmentina
much wider, more philosophic context.

Despite  my  later  misgivings,  the
impact  Fackenheim  had  on  me  and
several  of my  contemporaries  -  by
no means all rabbis or all Jews - was
fundamental.Muchofithasstayedwith
me to this very day.

Some fifteen years after the Judaism
symposium,  in  1982,  I  published  a
book, which despite the deep influence
thatlgnazMaybaumhadhadonmeand
the debt I owed to Emil Fackenheim,
was  something  of  a  critique  of the
understanding  of  the  Sfoo 'a  as  the
justification  of Jewish  life.  The  book
was, therefore, characteristically called
Beyond Survival (Darton Longman &
Todd,  1982).  It stated my reservations
with a measure of c%#/zpcr¢:

Fackenheim's  dictum  and the program
of action,whichreflectedtheprimacyof
the commandment to survive, may have
been appropriate in the first, and perhaps
second,  decade after the Holocaust, but
it  can  never  be  more  than  an  interin
formula. Its continuous application has,
asinthecaseofmanyeffectiveremedies,
nasty side effects.

Many of the side effects have subse-
quently been persuasively analyzed by
StevenKatz(PostHolocaustDialogues,
NYU  Press,   1983).  The  dangerous
implications  in  Fackenheim's  thesis,
according  to  Katz,  include,  first  and
foremost,  the idea of revelation  com-
ing,  as  it were,  fi.om Auschwitz,  thus
tuning Hitler into a vehicle of God. h
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thisFackenheimhadgonemuchfurther
than the  biblical prophets  when they
spoke, for example, ofNebuchadnezzar
and other villains as tools in God's plan
for Israel.  In the same book, inciden-
tally,  Katz is  also  very  critical  of the
HolocausttheologyoflgnazMaybaun1.

In comparison to Katz's penetrating
analysis,myobjectionstoFackenheim's
thesis  were  simplistic  and  mundane.
And  I  continued  to  lean  from  him
even when I wanted more than he was
offering. One reason for wanting more
was because, though his commandment
to survive and to remember was vitally
important to me personally, I knew that
it didn't have much  of an impact  on
the Jews to whom I was ministering,
particularly the young.

For  example,  for  Fackenheim,  the
establishment  of  the  Jewish  state
was  the  supreme  manifestation  of
Jewish  survival.  He  feared  a  second
Holocaust  in  the  situation  that  arose
in  the  weeks  before  the   1967  war.
He  saw the  looming  danger to  Israel
as  a vindication  of the relevance  and
urgency of the  commandment he had
formulated. But the people I addressed
from  the  pulpit  and  taught  in  the
classroomfeltathomeinBritain,atthat
time perhaps  even more so than their
children  and  grandchildren  do  today,
because then overt anti-Semitism was
still taboo in Europe.  Though the  Six
Day War touched deeply all members
of the  congregation  I  served,  they
didn't feel that their own lives were at
risk. The danger of a possible second
Holocaust in Israel didn't make much
sense to them, perhaps in the same way
as  their parents  were  not  sufficiently
alert  to  the  implications  of the  first
Holocaust, even though Britain was at
war with Nazi Germany.

For the members of the congregation
I  served  and  indeed  for  its   sister
congregations,  survival  of the Jewish
people was not a matter of how -be it
through Orthodox observance, Zionist
cz/z.}jofe,  or  in  some  other  way  -  but
why.Theywantedtoknowthepurpose
of being Jewish, now when Jews had
the  opportunity  of  full  integration
into  British  society.  And  that neither
Fackenheim  nor  the  other  Holocaust
theologians  could  answer.  Hence  my
quest  for  Judaism  that  would  look
beyond survival.

I believe that the need to go beyond
the  commandment  to  survive  still
remains  relevant,  not  least  in  Israel,
where  despite  all security threats  and
the danger of Iranian nuclear weapons,
Jews  are  more  confident  about  their
personal  safety  than  about  the  future
and the purpose of Judaism.

Despite  all  the  commemorations
around the world,  not  least  in Israel,
of yo777 jJczS%o 'cz (Holocaust Memorial
Day) for the last fifty years, and despite
many Holocaust museums in different
countries -the most important of them
inJerusalem-thenotionofthe$7zo'czas
the reason for Jewish survival and Israel
as its main instrument does not resonate
with most Jews. Many observers insist
that  Diaspora  Jewry,  including  the
community in Britain, is less interested
in  ethnicity  -  which  would  be  an
implication  of Fackenbeim's  thesis
that  looks  at  the  Jewish people  as  a
collective  -  and  more  in  spirituality,
which  concentrates  on  the  individual
and makes no reference to persecution.

It  seems  that Fackenheim  was  not
able  to  take  the  step  from  Jewish
survival  to  Jewish  purpose.  Had  he
done  so,  we  would have  leant  even
morefromhinnotonlyaboutourselves
as members of the Jewish people but
also  as  individual  creatures  of God.  I
knowthathewantedtowriteapolitical
theology of Judaism that would have
dealt with the issue, but he never did.
Intellectually  he  got  `stuck'  in  the
Holocaust.

In  his  obituary,  Lawrence  Joffe
wrote that by the end of Fackenheim's
career,  his  views  "attracted  plaudits
from  nationalists.''  He  continued:
"Accusations  of  chauvinism  from

liberals, disquiet from Jews who feared
Holocaustmemoryalonewoulddisplace
Judaic  values,  and  disappointment
from   former   students   lamenting
Fackenheim's  apparent  retreat  from
intellectual  sut>tlety."  This  may  be  a
second reason why Fackenheim failed
to make  an impact in Israel.  Because
of his  fixation  on  the  Holocaust  he
tried to apply it to contemporary Israeli
politics  as  a justification  for  strident
attitudes  to  Palestinians  and much  of
the  intemational  community.  Though
this may have appealed to party hacks
on the right, Israel's intellectual elites
didn't buy into it.

Exponents  of religion  who  might
have wanted to quote him belonged to
thekindoforthodoxythatwouldnever
have  even  heard  of hin.  Thus  when
more recently the Orthodox rabbinate
in Israel tried to deprive Fackenheim's
youngestsonYossiofhisJewishstatus,
though he  had been  converted under
Orthodox  auspices  in  Toronto  as  an
infant  Oiis  mother  embraced Judaism
much later), it seemed that the offroials
had no idea who Emil Fackenheini was.
They might have been  surprised that
their action caused so much stir in the
Jewish world  and is  likely to  lead to
a  Supreme  Court ruling, hopefully in
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Yossi's favour.
Fackenheim's  reflections  on  Israeli

politics were partly due to his limited
access  to  Israeli  public  discourse.
As  Ann  Bayefsky  mentioned,  his
knowledge  of Hebrew  was  limited.
His daily news came to him from the
Jerusalem  Post,  which  in  the  later
years of his life had become the organ
of Israeli  right-wing  thinking  largely
intended for similarly inclined Jewish
readers in the Diaspora and as a way of
counterbalancing the  critical  attitudes
to  Israel  harboured  by  non-Jewish
diplomats and other officials stationed
in  Israel  who  had  no  access  to  the
Hebrew media.

On  several  occasions  Fackenheim
expressed to  me  surprise  and  dismay
that he should have been portrayed as
a spokesman for religious and political
extremism.  He  failed  to  understand
that  his  romantic  and  inconsistent
attachment  to  Orthodox  Judaism  and
his  admirable  commitment  to  Israel
were misunderstood by some as support
for  nationalist  excesses.  Though  he
still  commanded  audiences  abroad,
particularly in Germany,  the response
he got from the Jews, even outside of
Israel,  dininished  greatly  in  the  last
years of his life.

Fackenheim's  influence,  however,
will remain, particularly when viewed
togetherwithothercontemporaryJewish
thinkers who have sought to articulate
Judaism  in  the  decades  following
the  Holocaust.  Though none  of them
challenged  God  -  in  Fackenheim's
above  quoted  formulation,  "we  are
forbidden  ...  to  deny  or  despair  of
God, however much we may contend
with  Him"  -  each  sought  ways  of
formulating  Judaism  without  being
inhibited by the obvious question about
how God could permit the Holocaust.
Theirs  has  been a  deliberate  effort to
explain  and justify  Jewish  teachings
and Jewish practices  bypassing,  as  it
were, God.

Thus,   for   example,  Emmanuel
Levinas, whose family perished in the
Holocaust in Lithuania and who hilnself
had been a French prisoner of war in
Germany,  discusses  the  proposition,
"Loving  the  Torah  more  than  God"
and  remarks  that  "God  is  real  and
concrete  not  through  incarnation  but
through Law" and that "man can have
confidence in an absent God and also be
an adult who can judge his own sense
of  weakness."  (Difficult  Freedom,
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990,
p.145).

HungarianbomDavidweissHalivni,
who  lost his  family  in the  S77o 'cz  and
survived  Nazi  concentration  camps,
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echoes  Fackenheim  when  he  writes:
"There  were  two  major  theological
events  in Jewish history,  `Revelation'
at  Sinai  and revelation  at Auschwitz.
The former was a revelation of God's
Presence,  the  latter  a  revelation  of
God's  absence;  the  former  indicated
God's nearness to us, the latter God's
distance"   (Breaking   the   Tablets,
Rowman & Littlefield, 2007, p.117). In
his scheme of things, prayer after the
Sfeo 'cr is a prayer to a distant and remote
God in the hope that God will return to
the people of Israel: "...  only a prayer
that acknowledges that God's purpose
in creation is  for us to worship Him,
to obey Him, to be close to Him; only
prayers like these can heal the terrible
wound that recent history has inflicted
on us and shorten the distance between
the two major events in Jewish history,
Sinai and Auschwitz. Amen" a.125).

The  story  often  attributed  to  Elie
Wiesel  comes  to  mind.  It  tells   of
concentration  camp  irmates  who  put
God on trial to be judged according to
the principles of Jewish law. When the
verdict  of "Guilty"  was  pronounced,
someone  summoned  the  others  to
evening prayers. Theology was not to
impede Jewish practice.

American  born  Irving  Greenberg,
one  of Fackenheim's  closest personal
friends,  had  not  himself experienced
the Holocaust,  but he wrote  about its
inplications  for  our  time  forcefully
and p ersuasively. If F ackenheim s ought
to  affirm  Judaism  through  political
action  in  the  Jewish  state,  regarded
as  being  best  equipped  to  assure
survival  and  deny  Hitler  his  victory,
Levinas  intended to achieve the same
goal  by  studying  Torah  and  Weiss
Halivni stressed prayer, Greenberg too
believed that  Jews  must  deploy their
own  resources  in  order  to  overcome
the abyss between God and Israel that
is Auschwitz.

He   asserted   that,   though   the
Holocaust  seems  to  suggest that God
has abrogated the covenant with Israel,
Jewshavenotacceptedit;theycontinue
to  practise  Judaism:  "God  was  no
longer  in  a  position  to  command,
but the Jewish people was  so  in love
with the  dream  of redemption that it
volunteered  to  carry  on  its  mission"
(Voluntary Covenant, pamphlet by The
National Jewish Resource Center, New
York, 1982, p.17). Illustrating the force
of Fackenheim's  614th commandment,
Greenberg wrote:

The Jewish people overwhelmingly
chose  to  recreate  Jewish  life,  to  go
on  with  Jewish  testimony  after  the
Holocaust. Ih7hat is the decision to have
children but an incredible statement of

hope, of unbroken will to redemption,
of belief that  the  world will  still  be
perfected - so that it is worth bringing
a  child  into  the  world .---  Logically,
assimilated  Jews  should  have  gone
even  further  with  assimilation  once
they  heard  about  the  Holocaust  for
thus they could try to rid themselves of
the  dangers  of being  Jewish.  Instead,
hundreds of thousands of them opted to
become more Jewish ®.16).

It would be too facile to suggest that
Fackenheim  showed  us  how  to  live
as  Jews  with  little  reference  to  God,
withoutbeingsecularists.Itmaystillbe
justified to  affirm that post-Holocaust
Jewish thought has  shown us how to
wait for God, not passively in the way
that some have chosen to wait for the
Messiali,butactivelybyembodyingthe
Jewish commitment to Israel, stressing
the  primacy  of  ethics,  celebrating
Judaism  in  liturgy,  and  seeking  to
promote  the  renewal  of Jewish  life
everywhere.  Despite  Fackenheim's
own  seeming  inability to  articulate  a
path  beyond  survival,  he  and  others
have nevertheless shown us how it can
be done encouraging us to cany on with
pulpose and in hope.

With  the  help  of these  and  other
reflections  on  contemporary  Jewish
life and thought it may be possible to
formulate  a  post-Holocaust  Jewish
theology that goes back to the tradition
that affirms God as the Ineffable who
defies  human  speculation  and  whose
attributes,  as Maimonides would have
it,  can  only  be  expressed  negatively,
tellinguswhoandwhatGodisnot.That
which can be stated in the affirmative is
how Jews must act to assure survival,
engage in study, prayer and observance,
and in many other ways seek to express
our commitment far beyond ffcr/czfr72czfe
andcustom.Andnogroupispotentially
better  suited to  explore both  old  and
new  paths  than  the  kind  of Judaism
that we find in the liberal and in the
ostensibly  secular movements  around
the world, not least in Israel.

FackenheimhelpedustoseeJudaism
inadifferentlight.Whetherheintended
it or not, his was post-halakhic, perhaps
even  post-theological,  Judaism.  It  is
for us and those who will come after
us to take it from there, if for no other
reason  than  to  assure  our  survival,
not as a relic but as a living faith that
flourishes as it continues to deny Hitler
his posthumous victory I
RABBI DOW MARIVIUR wc7s born z.# Po/cr77c7
in  1935+  He  trained  for  the  rabbinate  at  the
Leo  Baeck  College  in  London  and  served
congregations  in London  and Tloronto.  He now
lives  in Jerusalem but divides his time between
Israel  and  Canada.  He  is  one  Of the fiorenost
Jewish theologians Of his generation.
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QUHEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in  1704

for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England was
merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in  1948 to fomi the

Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have
come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified

part of Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance

and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more conventional
accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEWIS GOLDHN & C0
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk

NEIL BENSON OBE FCA   ANDREW MOSS FCA   DAVID EDWARDS  ACA

GRAHAM KINCH   STUART WEBBER ACA ATII   KEITH  MITCHELL ACCA

ALEX  PARKER ACA AMCT
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SONS
AND

FATHERS
Marc Saperstein

THE MODEEN MEN'S TORAII
COMMENTAR:y: NEW INSIGHTS

FROM JEVVISH MEN ON THE
54 WEEKI,I TORAH PORTIONS ,

edited by Jeffrey K Salkin,
Jewish Lights Publishing,

Woodstock, VT, 2009, hb, $24.99
"Be strong and show yourself a man"

( 1 Kings 2 : 2) . "Where there are no men,
strive to be a man"  (A:Not 2:6). How do
such statements relate to Jewish values
in  an  age  deeply  infouenced  by  the

minist movement?

THE BOOK UNDER REVIEW
is  a  sequel  to  `The  Women's
Torah   Commentary:   New

Insights  from Women  Rabbis  on  the
54  Torah  Portions',  published by  the
same publisher in 1997. "Modern" was
added to the title because there would
be  nothing  unusual  about  a  "Men's
Commentary". All commentaries on the
Torah until very recent times have been
written by men. "Modern" implies more
than  chronology.  It  suggests  men  for
whom  issues  of gender are  significant
in analysing Torah texts.

Despite the claim that ``77ze A4loc7er72
Men's  Torah  Commentary  is  s:r"prty
that-a Torah Commentary" to. xxiii),
this   is  not  a  ``Torah  commentary".
A  commentary  on  the  Torah  selects
in  order  all  verses  that  the   author
considers  in  need  of  explication  and
provides  a  discussion  of the  specific
verse  in  its  original  context.  Familiar
modem  commentaries  are  by  Joseph
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Hertz,  W.   Gunther  Plaut,  and  zzz
ffcryyz.in,  published  by  the  American
Conservative  Movement.  The  essays
in the  present  collection begin with  a
specific  verse,  but  most  then  quickly
move  on  to  link  the  verse  with  a
theme   and  to   discuss   that  theme
homiletically.  So  the proper genre  for
these contributions is not commentary
but homiletical essay or c7 'i/czr rorczfe.

Oneimpressivefeatureofthisvolume,
especially  for  British  readers,   is  its
cross-denominational character. Essays
are offered by Orthodox, Conservative,
Refomi and Reconstructionist Rabbis,
as well as academies, cantors, educators
andjournalists. They are predominantly
Americans,  but  Israel,  the  UK  in  the
person of Rabbi Dr Tony Bayfield, and
Germany are also represented. Some of
the essays  approach the classical texts
in  a  fundamentalist  marmer,  weaving
biblical and midrashic material together
without differentiation,  such  as IVocz%,
£ecfe I ecfecz and ro/c7oz. Others articulate
trenchant criticism and dissent as in 7rc7-
Era and Pinchas .

The  relationship  between  fathers
and  sons  arises  in  many  contexts.
According  to  the  rabbinic  midrash,
Lamech was  a moral  disaster,  raising
the  question  of the  source  of his  son
Noah's moral compass (IVoczfo). Joseph
received critical moral guidance  from
his  father  Jacob:  "A father must  risk
being disliked, even hated by his other
children, even by his wife - if it means
assuming  the  spiritual  responsibility
of nurturing and protecting the soul of
a  child  on  whom  God  has  bestowed
a  special  gift"  (7rcz-yesfeev).  The  laws
about  the  priesthood  in  relation  to
Aaron and his sons are discussed on the
assumption that the most intimate and
most complex of human relationships
is that between father and sons (rsczi;).
The   contribution   on   f7z4fafaczz   uses
the  instruction  that  Aaron's  priestly
vestments  must  be  removed  from
him   and  given  to   his   son  Eleazar
(Num.  20:25)  as  a  springboard  for  a
lengthy  letter  to  a  father  in  decline,
an assessment and appreciation of the
father 's legacy.

Many generalizations about male and
female  characteristics  appear  in  these
essays.  Men  are  less  emotional  than
women:  Abraham  shows  a flat  effect
until  the  binding  of  his  son,  finally
becoming  capable  of  grieving  at  the
death of his wife (Z7cz)rycz. Sczrcz¢). Jacob
represses emotions throughout much of
his life, then lets them out on his death-
bed  (7rcz-yes¢ev).   Joseph's  behaviour
at the time of his self-revelation to his
brothers  is  a  "struggle  against  men's
conventional  gender  roles"  of  being
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``Manhood" appears as one Of the

leitmotifs Of the collection. Jacob 's wrestling
with the `angel' is a "struggle with his

manhood" pta-Yetsei). The three incidents
recounted about Moses ' adult life bef;ore the
Burning Bush are all "essential moments in

the journey toward manhood"

in control and keeping emotions under
wraps(ycz~Hgrsfe).

The biblical treatment of skin disease
suggests the thesis that men are more
reluctant  to  talk  about  illnesses  than
are  women,  and  have  to  be  pestered
to  go   for  a  medical  check-up,   "a
macho  misperception  of masculinity"
(rczzrz.cz). The free-will offerings for the
tabernacle in the wildemess inspire the
assertion  that the  concept  of Jsec7czkczfe
is  counter  to  modem  conceptions  of
manhood as encapsulated in the phrase
`Earn,   baby,   earn'   (rer#777czfe).   The

wanderings of the Israelites recorded at
the end of Numbers reflect a masculine
instinct -  "lvhat  is  it  in  us  men  that
still  desires,  against  all reason,  to  cut
loose from ties and hit the road?" - as
contrasted  with  the  nesting  instinct
of  the   feminine   side   (A4lcrs'ez.).   The
narrative   of  Balaam's   talking   ass
contrasts  masculine  rational  cognition
with  feminine  intuition  and  loyalty
(Balalo.

So  "manhood"  appears  as  one  of
the leitmotifs of the collection. Jacob's
wrestling with the `angel' is a "struggle
with  his  manhood"   (ycz-yetsez.).   The
three incidents recounted about Moses '
adult  life  before  the  Burning  Bush
are   all  "essential  moments   in  the
journey  toward  manhood":   "Moses
responds,  therefore,  to  another  man's
`unmanning' by literally (sic) becoming

a man" (Sfee"of). Joseph excels at being
number two to the alpha dog: his father,
Potiphar, the jailor, Pharaoh (Mz.-Ke/z).

This   emphasis   on   macho   and
manhood has theological implications.
The initial encounters between Moses
and   Pharaoh   with   his   Egyptian
magicians  -  in  an  essay  cogently
entitled  "My  God  Can Beat Up Your
God" -reflects a shift from anAlmighty
Goddess (I/ S72czc7dcrz.)  during the early
period  of Moses'  life  when  he  was
nurtured  and protected by  women,  to
the God of male power, ``the male God
of Torah",  leading  to  the  contentious
message  "Beware  of gods,  especially
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all-powerful ones" ( ycz-Ercz).
Some  of  the  contributions  reveal

striking  new  perspectives  on  familiar
stories. The binding of Isaac is viewed
from  the  perspective  not  of Isaac,  or
Sarah,  or the ram, but of the servants
(7rcr-yercz).  Moses'  encounter  with  his
father-in-law  in  Exodus  19  raises  the
perspective  of  his  family:   following
his  return  from  Midian  to  Egypt,
he  apparently  ignores  and  abandons
his  wife  and  sons,  ultimately  dying
totally  alone,  perhaps  recognizing  the
extraordinarily high price of leadership
that he has paid.

Several  of the  essays  are  extremely
personal.   "My  father's  own  father
never taught him to express emotions"
(fJc7)4;ez. Scrrcz¢).  "I understand Joseph.
I  was  the  Joseph  in  my  family,  my
father  was  Jacob ....  My  father's
mantra  throughout  my  childhood  and
adolescence  was:  `Don't  be  like  your
brother. You're going to be somebody"
(7rcz-yeLsfeei;).

The   two   verses   "traditionally
understood to excoriate gay male sex . . .
were both to be found in my bar mitzvah
portion. At  age  thirteen,  I  had no  idea
that this pczrcrs¢cz¢ would come to mean
so much to me" (4Ac!rez. A4oZ). "This was
my bar mitzvah portion in  1956,  and I
still remember what the rabbi said to me
a;toc]ut iJf' (Shelach Lechdy.

A  few  of  the  contributions  strike
me  as  problematic  exemplifications
of  C`modern   men".   Discussing   the
account   of   a   genocidal   military
campaign  of  vengeance  against  the
Midianites   (A4lczzzoJ,   Num.   31),   the
author recognizes  that "The killing of
Midianite  children  and  women  may
be  disturbing to modem sensibilities."
May be? Nevertheless,  he  insists  that
it reflects  a consistent biblical attitude
toward  idolatry:   "If  you  worship
anything  other  than  our  God,   the
consequences will be swift and terrible.
No mercy." And lest one conclude this
is only an assessment of an ancient text,
the conclusion is applied to the present:

"Perhaps it is time for us to revisit our

buried Jewish warrior spirit .... A4lcz#of
is telling us that  .  .  .  survival requires
that we be ready to establish and defend
our boundaries. Those who defend our
boundaries  and  our  community  are
Jewish  warriors."  Do  we  really  need
this message after the Gaza campaign?

In  an  especially  provocative  essay,
Korah's  rhetorical  claim  that  "all  the
community  are  holy"   (Num.   16:3)
becomes the basis for a rant, apparently
ilifluenced by Nietzsche's  philosophy,
against  egalitarianism-said  to  be
responsible  for  "giving  all  American
children awards in sports", filling many
contemporary  Western  art  galleries
with  "manure",  support  for  same-sex
marriage and animal rights. The reason
for  the  influence  of  the  egalitarian
ideal,  according  to  the  author,  is  "the
feminization  of  society.   Feminine
values incline toward compassion, and
therefore  equality.  Masculine  values
incline towards standards of excellence,
holiness,   and  so   on."   (Korcy7z).   The
author 's preference is clear.

Occasionally   the   verse   or   the
pczrczsfecz¢   selected  seems   little  more
than an excuse to talk about a topic of
compelling  interest  to  the  writer.  The
essay  on  Be-Har  -  Be-Hulckotai-
which  certainly  deserved  separate
contributions-is devoted to the theme
of wildemess  as  an  environment  in
which  "a  boy  becomes  a  man"-
minimally connected with either of the
pcz7`czs%oZ. The contributions on the first
pczrczsfecrfe  of Genesis  and  of Numbers
range through much of the rest of their
respective biblical books (Be7iesfez.Z, Be-
Midbar).

Because  of  this  broader  thematic
treatment,   there   is   a   considerable
amount   of  repetition   among   the
contributions. Moses' need to flee Egypt
is  recounted in S7zez#oZ and  #tro.  The
same midrash about his death is quoted•rrL Va-YeleJch cued Ve-Zot ha-B erakhah.

A significant amount of time  is  spent
retelling  biblical  stories,  suggesting  a
readership  that  is  essentially  illiterate
with regard to  even the most familiar
narratives of the Bible.

An  index  of  biblical  verses   and
rabbinic passages discussed would have
been useful to readers who may use this
as a reference work.

These   are   minor   quibbles.   For
these  essays  are  well  worth  reading:
illuminating,  moving,  stimulating  and
provocative .
RABBI PROFESSOR MARC SAPERSTEIN
is  Principal  of the  Leo  Baeck College.  He  has
just edited the sermons and addresses of the late
Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  which  will  be  published  by
Wallentine Mitchell in late 2009.
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PLUMBING

THE

DEPTH  OF
OUR SOUL

IT   IS   ROSH   HASHANAH
moming and people are gathering.
They pass by the doors of the main

service  and find their way  to  a room
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A BOOK OF LIFE:
EMBRACING JUDAISM AS A

SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
by Michael Strassfeld, Jewish Lights,

Vermont, 2006
A SIDDUR FOR

SPIRITUAL RENEWAL
Rabbi David Zaslow (ed),

The Wisdom Exchange, Oregon,
1997/2003

CONNECTING PRAYER AND
SPIRITUALITY:

KOL HANESHAMAH AS A
CREA[TIVE TEACHING AND

LEARNING TEXT
Jeffiey L Schein (ed),

The Reconstructionist Press,
Philadelphia,1996/1999

JOURNEYS TO A JEVISH LIFE:
INSPIRING STORIES FROM

THE SPIRITUAL JOURNEYS OF
AMERICAN JEWS

by Paula Amann, Jewish Lights,
Vemont, 2007

Howard Cooper

with a note pinned on its door: `Finchley
ReformSynagogueAltemativeService'.
Tentatively they poke their heads in. A
few people are seated around the outside

of the room, waiting. Some individuals
are  sitting  quietly,  immersed  in  their
777czc¢zor,  festival  prayer book.  Others
are  in family  groups,  or with  friends,
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chatting  quietly.  Newcomers  arrive,
peer around the room: `Who do I know?
Where  do  I  sit?'  -  the  unexpressed
questions  are  written  on  their  faces.
The room is bare  except for the sixty
or so chairs hugging the four walls, and
a  small  table  on which  a Torah  scroll
rests. The Rabbi, who is seated facing
the  door,  amidst  one  wall  of chairs,
senses their hesitation, and goes to them
to welcome  them  into  this unfamiliar
Space.

This   service   depends  upon   each
person  who  turns  up,  the  way  they
interact,  how  much  they  will  share
of themselves,  whether  they  will  be
willing to be co-creators of the Ze¢//czfe,
how   comfortable  they  are  with  a
service that will not take a fixed route
through  the  book,  how  tolerant  they
are  of  allowing  the  personal  -  the
human  spirit  -  to  be  at  the  heart  of
the  religious  occasion.  How  open  are
they  to  the  notion -  and,  maybe,  the
experience - that the divine Spirit uses
the human spirit as its medium, that the
Spirit of God, the rafczcfe E/ofez.777,  seeks
a conduit to make itself present and that
the vehicle for divine self-disclosure is
us: poor, fragile, human beings like me
and you, with heat and soul atremble,
uncertain what we believe, yet clinging
to the hope that although, as the service
says  on  its  first  page  `We  know  how
difficult it is to change and to return to
goodness'  ®.173),  such  change,  such
returning, such goodness, might still be
possible, just,  even for us - whatever
we believe, or do not believe, or cannot
believe. Or in spite of what we believe.
This  service  depends  on  each  person
who arrives, with their unique personal
baggage  of confusion  and  hope.  And
it  depends  on finding  a way to  make
room for all that, and for the divine to
be present through it and within it.

That  is  why  I  take  it upon  myself
to  greet  personally  each  individual
who  wanders  by  intent  or  sometines
by  chance  -  but  what,  really,  is  `by
chance'? - into this  `altemative' Rosh
Hashanah or Yom Kippur service. Each
person who arrives counts. Each person
- through their words when they speak,
through  their attentiveness  when they
listen, through their silence when they
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await what will happen next -is a living
strand within the tapestry that we will
weave together during our /e¢//crfe.

I  try to  approach these  `altemative'
services with a trust in ,4c7o#czz. who says

The path we
need to take ilevoives

us proceeding
one step at a time,
slowly, caref ully,
a walJing along -
cz `halachah' /or

the root is H'L'KH,
to walk - that
requires us to

pay attention to
what is i,n front Of us,
what unf ;olds bef ore

us, moment
by moment.

`Ekyefe czsfeer ekye¢ ',  "I will be what I

will be".  So what this service  `will be'
does  not  depend  on me,  certainly not
me alone. It depends upon our capacity
to  be  with  one   another,   and  with
our  own  selves,  and  with  that  space
between us  in which we  can  listen  in
to "what I will be", listen in to how the
mczc¢zor's  words  resonate  in  our  own
lives,  in  our  own  hearts:  `The  sound
of the sfeo/czr calls  us  to  account,  and
Your  still  small  voice  speaks  within
us'  to.173).  The   `altemative  Service'
on the High Holy Days is an extended,

existential  777z.c7rczsfez.c  exegesis  of  that
sentence.

What unfolds as we spend the hours
together cannot be planned - although
over  the  last  few  years  that  we  have
held  these   services   I  have   always
had  plans,  liturgical  texts  and  study
passages in mind, ready to be activated
or abandoned depending on what arises.
It is a tightrope act, for all of us.

On  the  one  hand  there  is  the  risk
of  the  fall  into  the   solipsistic,   the
narcissism of `me, me, me: my life, my
woes, myjoumey, my little dramas and
soITows' . The fall into the cul-de-sac of
individualism.  On the other side there
is the fall into the  familiar words and
tropes  and  certainties  of the  777czc¢zor,
a book filled to the brim with a faith in
a  God who  no  longer  exists  for  most
of the  community,  at  least not  as  the
supernaturalist,   anthropomorphised
external  deity  to  whom  so  much  of
the  liturgy  insists  that  we  give  our
devotions. The fall into hollow religious
piety empty of personal meaning.

I  am  strengthened  by  bringing  to
mind Kafka's enigmatic aphorism: `The
true way leads along a tightrope, which
is not stretched aloft but just above the
ground. It seems designed more to trip
one than to be walked along. ' The path
we need to take involves us proceeding
one step at a time,  slowly,  carefully,  a
walking  along  -a   `fecr/crc¢czfo '  for  the
root is H'L'KII, to walk -that requires
us to pay attention to what is in front
of us, what unfolds before us, moment
by moment.

The room is almost full. A few people
look at their watches. A quiet descends
- expectant, waiting, watching. I have
no idea what will happen next.

I  find  myself welcoming  everyone
to  our service. And remembering that
this High Holy Day service is not about
me, it is not an opportunity for my ego
to  expand  into  the  available  space,  I
find  myself speaking  about  what  we
are here to do, the work, czvoc7czfe we are
here to  do  together,  the  `work' that is
also `service', crvoc7czZ fecz-/ev, service of
the heart,  and czvoc7crz feczkoc7es¢,  divine
service.  I speak for some time,  setting
the  scene,  helping  people  feel  able

continued on next page
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and willing to  relax  into  the  space,  to
open  themselves  to  the  experience  of
community.  I  mention  that  today  we
have  space  and  time  to  do  this  work
-and that  `space',  f7cz-772crfo",  is  one

of the traditional names  of God.  I am
speaking to establish a kind of trust in
the process that will unfold, creating a
chance for each person to feel a part of
something larger than themselves, yet
wholly  including  themselves.  In  truth
I have no idea what I say. Each service
I lead like this is different. But I know
how  important  it  is  to  set  the  right
tone - of openness to the individual, of
openness to the unknown, of openness
to the divine "I will be what I will be".

Overthenexthours,startingwithwhat
people have on their minds - divorce,
illness,    academic   achievements,
financial meltdown, Israel, small cares,
global   concerns,   insights,   worries,
sadnesses,  joys  -  we  move  slowly,
dialogically,  dialectically  between  the
personal and the collective. I weave in
some of the 772crcfozor's prayers,  songs,
study  material.  We  do  some  work  in
groups,  or in pairs. There is time, too,
for  reflection,   silence,   inwardness.
This  is  cri;oc7czfe.  People  listen.  People
speak.  This  is  conversation  as  a  form
of prayer. There is stillness, and space
between the words.  Ivhen the  service
ends we know that we have kept faith -
in ways that we don't understand, and
yet realise we don't have to understand
-with the mystery of the One who was
and is and will be.

In   creating   this   space   for   the
community to come together for prayer
on the High Holy Days, I am developing
the work in which I have been involved
for some years now:  helping to create
` alternative ' services. Alternatives, that

is, to our more traditional `start at page
X  and  work  our  way  systematically
to page Z' regular services.  In leading
these   services   I   often  find  myself
mentioning   Martin   Buber's   self-
affirming and self-denying axiom:  `To
begin with oneself, but not to end with
oneself; to start from oneself but not to
aim at oneself; to comprehend oneself,
but not to be preoccupied with oneself' .

For  me,   Buber  is   the  presiding
spirit   in   these   services.   They   are
attempts  at bringing  Buber's  `I-Thou'
philosophy  into  being  in  the  reality
of a  religious  service  by  altering  the
traditional balance between frevcz -what
is  fixed,  formal  and  structured;  what
the occasion  `requires' ;  what tradition
dictates - and kc7wcz7zczfe, what is rooted
in  attentiveness  to  the  moment,   in
immediacy, in our inner life's openness
to `what will be' . To give ourselves time
in  a  service,  to  slow  things  down  so
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If one lets
members Of our

congregations talk
honestly about their
relationship to the

liturgy, one can hear
a diffdrent story. It
is a story Of doubt
and puzzlement,
or irritation, or
alienation, Of a

clef;eated sen,se Of
standing outside the

language and the
concepts that our

traditional liturgical
texts articulate.

For many,
our liturgy is
inhospitable

and stony ground.
To ray mind, it is
for those ranks

Of struggling`outsiders',for

whom the
traditional liturgy

is no longer a
spiritual home,

that ` alternative '
services exist, or

should exist.

we can pay attention to what is present
in  us  and  between  us,  and  between
ourselves and the words of the liturgy;
to focus  on what we are thinking and
feeling  and  canying  within  us.  This
is to  shift the centre of gravity of our
spiritual  and religious  lives  from frei/cz
towards 4crvvcz7eczfe.

The  other  presiding  spirit  in  these
services  is  for  me  Abraham  Joshua
Heschel. When I read at the beginning
of  his   luminous   essay   7l¢e  Sc7bbczffe

(1951)  that  `...to  have  more  does  not
mean  to  be  more...  The  higher  goal
of  spiritual  living  is  not  to  amass  a
wealth  of  information,  but  to  face
sacred  moments',   I  relate  that  to
the  amount  of words  we  have  to  get
through  in  the  traditional  service,  the
mass  of  `information'  about  God  and
our relationship  to  God that we  have
to  assimilate  and  articulate -  and the
ways in which for so many congregants
the sheer bulk of liturgy, its certainties
and dictates,  can block the possibility
of  facing   `sacred  moments'.   `There
are no two hours alike', he continues,
`every hour is unique and the only one

given  at  the  moment,  exclusive  and
endlessly precious'. How to mine that
preciousness,  how  to  help  people  dig
into their experience and acknowledge
and  express  gratitude  for  the  fluid
preciousness   of  life  in  all  its  rich,
precarious immanence of being - these
questions accompany me as I plan and
lead these `altemative' services.

For  some  congregants,  and  for  me
on   some  occasions,   the  traditional
words  and  melodies  are  reassuring,
uplifting  and  even  inspiring.   They
can offer comfort and consolation and
opportunities for thankfulness. Rubbed
smooth through time and holiness, the
words  are  like  a  collection  of much-
loved  pebbles,  gathered  from  distant
shores,  to  be  visited  and  re-visited,
caressed and stroked,  in fidelity to the
ancient memories they hold.

But  if  one  lets  members  of  our
congregations   talk  honestly   about
their  relationship  to  the  liturgy,  one
can hear a different story.  It is  a story
of doubt and puzzlement, or irritation,
or  alienation,  of a  defeated  sense  of
standing outside the  language and the
concepts  that  our traditional  liturgical
texts articulate. For many, our liturgy is
inhospitable and stony ground.  To my
mind, it is for those ranks of struggling
`outsiders',  for  whom  the  traditional

liturgy  is  no  longer  a  spiritual  home,
that   `alternative'   services   exist,   or
should exist.

Perhaps,  in  the  spirit  of Heschel's
words,  the  Movement  for  Reform
Judaism  could  promote  a  project  for
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the creation of `altemative services' in
all  its  communities.  The  new  Reform
sz.c7dz#   does   contain   some   starting
points  and  I  have  myself contributed
some material in this vein to the book.
But a lot more work needs to be done,
and could be done, to find creative ways
of  engaging  congregants  in  services
which  allow  room  for  the  spiritual
exploration  of  their  everyday  lives,
c7voc7cz/ sfee 'b 'gasfe"z.j/#/ is  the  Hasidic
temi  for  this.  We  need  room  for  the
connections  to  be  made  between  the
thoughts  and  feelings  and  personal
concerns  that  each  of us  has  and  the
spiritual resources and wisdom of our
religious tradition.

The  resources  are  there  -  the  four
books  mentioned  at  the  head  of this
piece would be as good a starting point
as any. They represent different strands
of innovative Jewish spiritual practice
and progressive Jewish thinking. That
they are  all American I am somewhat
reluctant to acknowledge. But that will
be the subject of a forthcoming Essay•rn MANNA 1

RABBI HOWARD CO0PER j.s cr grcrc7#c7fe o/
Leo Baeck College. a practicing psychotherapist
and  Director  of  Spiritual  Development   at
Finchley Reform Synagogue. He is the author Of
`The Alphabet of paradise: An A-Z Of spirituality

f;or Everyday Life' .
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JUDA SM
BETWEEN  THE  COVERS

Michael Shire

Eliezer Siegal 's Introducing
lndwism appeared on the

editor 's desk fior review.
Scarcely a new publisher's list

appears these days without a
new single volume summary

of Judaism. We turned to
Rabbi Dr Michael Shire, Vice

Principal Of Leo Baeck College
and Britai,n's leading Jewish

education academic. We asked
him to take a look at this

phenomenon.
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one volume books on Judaism, Kohelet
was  especially right.  I  have  reviewed
approximately forty books on Judaism
written between 1959 and 2009 thanks
to  recommendations  of my rabbinic
colleagues  and  investigations  in  the
Leo  Baeck  College  library,  the  Rice
University Library  in Houston, Texas
as well as  a certain well known large
bookstore that has no borders. Not all of
them are in print. But most of the older
ones  can  still  be  found  in  libraries  or
on the internet. Amazon or Abe Books
will find second hand copies and Google
Books or Questia give online versions
usually completely accessible and free.
There  are  many  more  such  volumes
and some have  sentimental value  like
the well  thumbed  Pearl  and Brookes
Guide to Jewish Life that was my first
such volume.

These books  are mainly written for
those seeking to convert to Judaism or
for  non-Jews  who  are  learning  about
Judaism.  However  some  are  designed
specifically for Jews wishing to deepen
their  knowledge  and  enhance  their
practice.  Some  also  are readable texts
that  give  a  comprehensive  picture  of
contemporary  Judaism  with  sections
on Jewish identity,  sketches  of Jewish
history,  basic  Jewish  beliefs,  Jewish
practice for Shabbat and Festivals and
for  lifecycle  events.  In  addition  there
are usually sections  on Jewish  dietary
laws, Israel and Jewish denominations
and their differences. The vast majority
are  American  publications.  But  we
definitely hold our own with 200/o of the
authors or consultants being graduates
or  faculty  members   of  Leo  Baeck
College.

In    reviewing   this    publishing
phenomenon,  I  found  first  of all  that
all  of the  books  are  written  by  men
-  except  for  one  lone  woman.  The

men  are  professors,  rabbis,  writers
and journalists - some of these being
scholars   in   the   field,   others  just
Jewish. The length of the books range
from  Norman  Solomon's  Very  Short
Introduction to  Judaism  of about  100
pages  to  George  Robinson's  massive
tome  of more  than  600  pages.  Most
of the  books  were  extremely  dull  in
layout.   Surprisingly,  there  was  no
or very  poor  illustration  in  all  of the
books. The worst were Ari Goldman's
reproductions  of  overly  sentimental
1950s  photographs  of  Jewish  life  in
America,  and  the  most  disappointing
were the reproductions of the wonderful
photographs   of  American   Jewish
photographer  Bill  Aron  in  postage
stamp   size   in  Michael   Fishbane's
book. Only two volumes bothered with
Hebrew at all (Falcon, 0litzky) though
many  used  transliteration  for  prayers
and blessings.

All  one volume texts have to  cover
the   basic   historical,   theological,
practical   and   spiritual   aspects   of
Judaism but due to their limited space
and  remit,  much  has  to  be  omitted.
A description  of the  sacrificial  cult  in
ancient Judaism  is  one  such  example.
This is not relevant to modem Judaism
but at the  same  time  undeapins  much
of the  liturgy  and  Shabbat  practice.
Older  volumes  omitted  reference  to
Judaism's  approach  to  mysticism  and
kabbalah though this has returned as a
major section in the newer volumes as
interest has grown in the spirituality of
religious  life.  Most of the books were
descriptive of Judaism as a way of life
or of a system of religious belief and
ideology,  Roth and Neusner's volume
being one example. Others like Olitzky
and Goldman focus much more on the
individual  approaching  a  Jewish  way
of life, guiding and supporting them in
their decision making and their bid to
make meaning of the tradition and its
current practice.
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These books are mainly written f;or those seeking
to corrvert to Judaism or f;or non-Jews who are

learning about Judaism. However some are designed
specifically for Jews wishing to deepen their

lanowledge and enhance their practice.

Some  of  the  older  Volumes  have
an  apologetic  tone  as  they  seek  to
exemplify  Judaism  as   a   civilizing
influence  in  the  modem  world  as  in
the books by Roth, Trepp and Kertzer.
All  were  originally  published  in  the
1950s  in America.  This  has  excellent
predecent, for it was Rabbi Leo Baeck's
Essence  of  Judaism  that  defended
Judaism  against  Christian  detractors
in Germany in the first half of the 20th
century.  More recent volumes like De
Lange and Hoflinan have seen no need
for apologies and place Judaism equally
among  other  religious  traditions  as  a
positive  spiritual  influence  for all in a
post-modem world.  Kushner even has
a chapter entitled `Why you need to be
a Jew' though Jonathan Magonet tells
of a  lecture  he  was  asked  to  give  in
India.  It was  noted he  was  talking  on
Judaism;  one  of the  minor  religions.
Ari  Goldman  cites  a  similar  episode
when talking to a Japanese Shinto who
is amused to hear the ancient Israelites
are still around.

Despite  the  majority  of Jews  and
synagogues in the world being identified
withnonorthodoxJudaism,themajority
of the  books  depict  a  traditional  way
of  life  and  a  normative   Orthodox
understanding  of Jewish  beliefs  and
values.  Each  of these  books  gives  lip
service  to   `reforming  tendencies'  in
Judaism except for Naftali Brawer who
almost  entirely  omits  Reform Judaism
from his Jewish world.

For Progressive Jews in the UK, there
are  a  number  of volumes  specifically
writtenforusbyJonathanRomain,John
Rayner and Pete Tobias.  Though they
are respectively from the Reform  and
Liberal Movements, they complement
each other and should all be in our home
and  synagogue  libraries.  John Rayner
joined with both Rabbi Bemard Hooker
and  Rabbi  David  Goldberg  to  write
two different books on Liberal Judaism
which again have much relevance for
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all Jews in their clear explanatory style
and academically sound approach. The
Rayner Goldberg book is  excellent on
both general Jewish history and beliefs
as well as Liberal Jewish practice and
its rationale. Interestingly, those writing
about Progressive Judaism from outside
our community overwhelmingly turn to
the Pittsburgh Platform of 1875  as the
last  word  on  Refomi  Judaism.  Some
volumes  like  Bleich  even  reprint  the
platform  in  the  section  on  `reforming
Judaism' as  if nothing has changed in
Reform Judaism in the last  135  years.
And  certainly there  is  no  reference  to
Progressive Jews outside the USA.

Below  are  summaries  of the  best
books in the following categories:

1.  Overall Best Buys
Though  authored  by  C  M  Hoffman,
Jonathan Gorsky's unseen hand plays
a significant role in this volume. Cited
as  a  consultant,  Jonathan  along with
Hoffman  has  constructed  the  best
single  volume  book  on  Judaism  in
my estimation and one that would be
suitable  for converts,  members  of the
Progressive community as well as non-
Jews  keen  to  leam.  The  book  is  full
of charts,  maps  and chronologies  and
besides  the  basics  includes  a  section
on  the  UK  denominations  including
detailed and separate sections on Reform
and  Liberal  Judaism,  including  early
Liberal  Judaism's  deletion  of Purim
from the calendar and the difference on
status issues between the two. There are
sections  on  Jewish  Literature  ancient
and modem; the importance of Jewish
Education, and an excellent section on
contemporary issues in the Middle East
including perspectives from Israeli and
Palestinian  sides.  This  was  the  only
volume  that  attempted  to  cover  the
current  Middle  East  situation  as  part
of a  contemporary  Judaism.  Finally
there are sections on Jewish theological
responses to the Holocaust as well as an
analysis  of Jewish-Christian  relations

in this  country and abroad. All  of this
and it is printed on recycled paper. This
rates as my top tip and the best buy of
this survey.

Not far behind is our own Nicholas
De  Lange  of  Cambridge  University
who has written a superb volume which
is  a  post-modem  attempt  to  describe
Judaism  in  very  different  terms.  He
divides   Judaism   into   traditionalist
and  modemist  in  which  Progressive
Judaism is thoroughly integrated with
radical  alternatives  such  as  secular,
humanist and renewal Judaism. Jewish
practice is described in all its varieties
demonstrating how a complete picture
addstotheabundanceofJewishoptions.
He   also   shows   modernist  Judaism
influencing  traditionalist  Judaism,
as  in  the  case  of batmitzvah,  and the
flexibility  of halachah  and  mouming
rituals. Discussion is held on pluralism
and theological  developments  such  as
feminism and a gay approach to Jewish
belief and practice.  It  is  written  from
a  world  view,  but  has  a  particularly
British  and  European  understanding
of  the  Jewish  community.  It  is  also
enhanced with a whole series of charts
and maps at the beginning of the book.
This  is  definitely  a  volume  for  every
modem thinking Jew.

2.  For Converts to Judaism
John  Rayner  and  David  Goldberg's
volume commences with an historical
survey  followed by  the  literature  and
beliefs of Judaism. The second section
of  the  book  outlines  Jewish  practice
and  distinguishes  Progressive  from
traditional  practice  where  relevant
"week  to  week,  year to  year;  birth  to

death".  It  is  clearly  written  with  an
evolving  and  interactive  religious  and
cultural  foundation which  is  followed
by  a  Progressive  view  of  religious
living.   It  has  proved  to  be  essential
reading for any Jew by Choice.

continued on next page
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Our  American  Reform  colleagues
Kerry  Olitzky  and  Ron  Isaacs  have
used  a  course  of study  to  adult  b'nei
mitzvah  students  as  their  framework.
It  has  a  `course  book'  feel  to  it  with
questions for the reader in each section.
These questions are divided into things
to know,  what Jews  believe,  what we
do, personal choices,  sacred literature,
spiritual options and personal mitzvot.
From  the  description  of the  chapter
headings,  you  can  immediately  tell
that  this  is  a  book  for  those  seeking
to   start  a  Jewish  life.   It  discusses
choosing a religious life, God talk, the
Jewish  calendar,  Jewish  family  life,
tikun  olam  and  Talmud  Torah.  There
is an interesting chapter also on `What
happens  after  I  die?'  This  is  one  of
only  two  volumes  that  actually  uses
Hebrew,  and  where  there  are  lists  of
blessings and prayers for the home and
synagogue. It is subtitled as a book for
adult barmitzvah but  it  is  of use  to  a
wider audience and reflects the modem
search for spirituality in religious life.

3.  For Non-Jews
Maher offers an excellent introduction
for  Catholics  to  Judaism.  He  is  an
Irishman and this book was originally
published in Gaelic. The text provides
references   to   Jewish   practice   as
cited  in  the  New  Testament.  Maher
provides  well  written  explanations  of
the differences between Orthodox and
Refomi  Jews.  The  book  commences
with  a  historical   summary  placing
Judaism  in  its  early  context  vis  a  vis
Christianity.  The  appendix  includes
official  Church  documents  including
Nostra Aetate  of Vatican 11 relating to
Christian teachings about Judaism.

Dan   Cohn-Sherbok   writes   for
his   non-Jewish  students   but  with
Orthodoxy being the norm. The volume
uses  section  heads  more  familiar  to
non-Jewish  readers  such  as  love  of
God, fear of God, Via negativa and the
hereafter.

Rabbi Larry Hoflinan's uncle Rabbi
Morris  Kertzer wrote the  oldest book
in our list in 1959 but it was updated by
Rabbi Hoffroan in  1996. This is a first
person account of Judaism and Jewish
life  though  it  is  not  always  clear  -
apparently deliberately so - as to which
Rabbi is speaking. Kertzer and Hoflinan
focus   on  moral   issues   in  Judaism
including abortion, assisted suicide and
animal rights. There is special emphasis
on ways in which Jewish beliefs differ
from  Christianity.  Each  Hebrew  term
used has a pronunciation aid.

4.  For Jews seeking Jewish
Thought

The eminent historian Michael Fishbane
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in   a   series   devoted   to   Religious
Traditions  of the World,  has written a
sophisticated  and  intellectual  volume
on  Judaism.   It  is  for  the  advanced
reader  who  may  know  much  of the
content  but  would  like  it  framed  in
an  organised  manner by  a  scholar  of
Jewish  history.   Fishbane  divides  his
work  into  chapters  on  Judaism  as  an
ideological  system,  ritual  system  and
Judaism in modem times.  Woven into
the  text  are  descriptions   of  Jewish
historical  experience,  literary  works,
legal   arguments,   theology,   ethics
and  mysticism.   The  section  on  the
ritual  system  includes  the  rituals  of
festivals  and  lifecycles  including  a
section  on  crisis  rituals.  The  modem
section  is  framed  by  describing  the
distinctions  between  Jewish  life  in
four  centres:   Vilna  and  Frankfurt,
USA and  Israel.  The  text is  enhanced
by  some  excessively  small  black  and
white  photographs  by  the  American
photographer Bill Aron.

The  prolific  American  author  and
Jewish scholar Jacob Neusner describes
hisvolumeasatellingoftheJewishstory
both  in  historical  and  contemporary
terms. He depicts a Judaism of halachic
and   rabbinic   practice   with   little
reference  to  non-Orthodox  Judaism.
Chapters  are  divided  into  the  story
about  who  we  are,  what  we  do  and
what we believe with an added chapter
on  some  contemporary  issues  such  as
women's  role  in  halachah.  Liberally
sprinkled  with  biblical  and  liturgical
texts, it is an informed and intellectual
understanding  of  the  halachic  and
rabbinic system Neusner calls Judaism.
Helpfully there is an index of scriptural
and rabbinic citations at the back and a
historical chronology at the beginning.

5.  For Progressive Jews
Jonathan Romain uses  a question and
answer  format  to  provide  everyday
advice on living a Jewish life, the beliefs
and values  of Reform  Jews  including
issues such as the environment, medical
ethics  and  business  ethics.  The  book
comlnences with the history,  ideology
and position of British Reform Judaism
and  usefully  it  has  a  statement  of
Reform  Judaism   in  the   appendix
including Refomi attitudes to Halachah
and standards of kashrut. This is a very
practical approach with no history and
little  theology,  though  beliefs  in  God
and the Messiah are given the Reform
treatment.

Pete  Tobias  uses  the  framework
of  Liberal  Judaism's  affirmations  to
elaborate  on  the  common  ground  of
Jewish  practice  and  the  distinctive
approach  of  Liberal  Judaism.  Each

mini  chapter  provides   an  overview
of  the  topic  ranging  from  a  Jewish
view  of  human  history,  to  respect
for  conscientious  objections   and  to
traditional Jewish rites and ceremonies.
Tobias  comprehensively  details  the
thought and practice of Liberal Judaism
as   an  historically  conscious   critical
thinking person's Judaism.

6.  For Bnei Mitzvah and teenagers
The  volumes   in  the   ldiot's   Guide
and  Dummies  Guide  series  are  very
different.  The  Idiot's  Guide  is  written
by  an  Orthodox  professor  at Yeshiva
university,  Benjamin  Bleich.   In  the
style of the series, information is given
in  bullet  points  and  in  information
boxes   to  be  read   in  no  particular
sequence.   This   is   more  of  a  DIY
approach   to   Jewish  practice   with
anecdotes and stories interspersed with
the  text.  Though  Reform  Judaism  is
mentioned in the list of denominations,
Bleich  insists  that  the  famous  `treife
banquet' served at the first graduation
of Hebrew Union College in 1875 is "a
clear statement of its beliefs".

The  Dummies  Guide  is  written  by
Reform Rabbi Ted Falcon along with
David Blatner.  It  is  also  colloquial  in
style with lists  of Jewish personalities
-  twenty  men  and  three  women  -
countries where Jews live, and festival
recipes. In this volume there are actual
Hebrew texts  to  follow.  Rabbi  Falcon
was  the   Rabbi   of  the  Meditation
Synagogue in Los Angeles and so you
would  expect  to  have  large  sections
on  Kabbalah  and  Jewish  Spirituality
and its emerging practice. In fact these
sections  are  longer  than  the  one  on
Reform Judaism.

7.  For University Students and
Young Adults
The  Jewish  Book  of Why  by  Alfred
Kolatch  has  been  reprinted  many
times.   It  asks   questions   and  gives
short  answers  covering  the  life  cycle,
festivals  and  Jewish  rituals  for  home
and  synagogue.  Biblical  and  rabbinic
citations  are  provided  so  that  readers
can look up the sources for themselves.
The questions are all listed at the front
so  that  readers  can  go  straight  to  the
item they seek.

Leo  Trepp's  book  commences  with
a  summary  of  Jewish  life  from  its
biblical  origins  to  latter day America.
It  depicts   Judaism  as   an   evolving
civilization.  It  moves  from  Prophets
to  Rabbis  to  Philosophers  and  then
to  Jewish  life  today.   Trepp  tackles
the  following  concepts:  Torah,  God,
Israel  and the  diaspora  in  the  light  of
accusations   of  dual  loyalty,   ethical
mitzvot  and  Covenant.   There   is   a
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detailed breakdown of all the books of
the Torah and the rabbinic tractates of
the Talmud as well as a complete section
on the prayerbook. There are numerous
charts  aiding  the  text  including  the
calendar,  the  Shabbat  service  and  the
chronology  of  Jewish  history.   This
book is a product of American Jewish
life of the 1960s committed to building
Jewish life in a modem liberal diaspora
by  building  relationships  with  the
Church  and  treating  civil  rights  as  a
mitzvah.  It  insists  "Jews  have  been
faithful to mitzvot; they have translated
into terms of social justice."

8.  Rabbinic Students and Rabbis
Louis Jacobs, the pre-eminent Anglo

Jewish  scholar  and  Rabbi  of the  20th
century  has  bequeathed  to  us  an A-Z
of Jewish life with each entry being a
distilled  summary  of the  philosophy,
history  and  halachah  of  any  given
subject. Though presented in this A-Z
form,  some  entries  are  chapter length
and  offer  a  full  and  comprehensive
description  of Judaism.  Rabbi  Jacobs
includes   non-halachic   positions   as
well   as   normative   rabbinic   ones
and  each  entry  has  a  recommended
further  reading  list.   Items  included
are  personalities,   mitzvot,   rituals,
philosophical  concepts,  Jewish  texts,
historical  events.  This  is  a  veritable
Pandora's  box  of Judaism  and has  an
easy  to  reach  place  on  my  rabbinic
bookshelf.

An  older  but  still  useful  book  is
the  volume  by  Hayim  Donin.   He
incorporates sections from the Shulchan
Aruch into descriptions of Jewish life.
He is critical of the  `reformers' and in
the  section  on  dietary  laws  suggests
that  "kashrut  is  like  the  foundations
of a  house  and  a house  built  without
foundations  or  weak  foundations  has
no permanence and can collapse at the
slightest pressure".

9.  Honourable and not so
Honourable Mentions
Emily Taitz is the only woman to have
written such a book but she follows the
trend describing Judaism in Kaplanian
terms   as   a   religious   civilization
with  rabbinic  halachic  Judaism   as
the  norm.  Mention  is  then  made  of
changes  Refomi  Judaism  has  made.
She  uniquely  adds  a  section  on  Jews
around  the  world  including  the  Jews
of China, India and the Lemba tribe of
Africa.  There is a single paragraph on
feminism so it is not surprising that her
list of major figures in Judaism consists
of 26 men and only one woman.

NaftaliBrawerisaUnitedSynagogue
Rabbi in Hertfordshire and has written
an introduction to Judaism, perhaps for
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his own converts. There are sections on
theology,  history  and  practice  in  that
order. Fundamental beliefs of Judaism
are  described  using  quotations  from
medieval  philosophy  and  midrashim
and even letters  from the Lubavitcher
rebbe. There is no mention of Refomi
Judaism in the historical section or any
alternative  Jewish  practice.  Indicative
of Brawer's  world  is  the  confession:
"I  have  visited cities  famous  for their

cuisine only to return to my hotel room
to dine on matzah crackers and canned
tuna fish".

Richard  Bank  and  our  American
colleague  Rabbi  Robert  Leib,  a  one-
time  student  at  Leo  Baeck  College,
have  penned  an  easy  to  read  volume
with   each   page   having   sections
entitled  "essentials,  alerts  and  facts".
Inconsistencies  abound  including  no
mention  of  non  Orthodox  attitudes
to  Halachah  and  the  Purim  section
states  the  following:   "the  way  Jews
have  been  observing  Purim  for  more
than  two  millennia is  as  important as
to  whether  the  historical  event  took
place".  But  there  is  also  a  section  on
Jewish humour.

Ari   Goldman   is   an   American
journalist  and  professor  of  religious
journalism.  He  recently  spent  a  year
as   a  Fellow   in   Oxford.   In  a  very
different style from the other volumes,
Goldman  narrates  the  lives  of  Jews
he  has   encountered  in  New  York,
Jerusalem  and  elsewhere  to  describe
their own personal Jewish  choices  for
themselves.   One  such  case  is  Judith
Kaplan  Eisenstein  who  enacted  the
first batmitzvah  in  1922,  but who  did
not  read  from  the  Torah  itself.  Each
chapter concludes  with  a  list  of basic
knowledge drawn from the case studies
depicted. This is a novel and engaging
method  and  deals  with  the  emotions
and dilemmas of modem Jews and the
difficulties of placing anyone in a box
labeled Orthodox or Reform. Much can
be leamed from the life stories related,
especially  by  those   going  through
similar experiences. Despite being such
a  radical  break  from  the  traditional
style,  the  accompanying  illustrations
are idealized caricatures of Jewish life
from 1950s Americana.

Rabbi   Norman   Solomon,   now
lecturer  at  Oxford,  has  the  smallest
book  on  the  market  which  you  can
slip  into  your  pocket.  His  appendix
includes the 1869 Philadelphia platfom
of American Reform Judaism as if that
was the latest statement about Refomi
Judaism   alongside   Maimonides'
Thirteen  Principles  of  Faith.   Rabbi
Solomon  has  the  distinction  of being
the only one to note that the first woman

rabbi  was  Regina  Jonas  in  pre-war
Berlin. In contrast, George Robinson's
volume  is  the  largest  with  a  section
on key documents of Jewish history, a
substantial  timeline,  lists  of numbers
of  Jews  in  different  countries  and
even a list of the 613  Commandments.
Robinson,  an  American  writer  who
identifies with Refomi Judaism offers a
guide to Shabbat services as well as all
the festivals and lifecycle experiences .

RABBI DR MICIIAEL SHIRE J.s 7?cG Prz.#cJZJc!/
Of Leo Baeck College and a distinguished Jewish
edIAcator.
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SAVING THE PLANET
Jeffrey Newman

RiBBI  ANDREA  COHEN-
=IENER  of Connecticut  has
o-authored  "Claiming  Earth

as Common Ground - The Ecological
Crisis  through  the  Lens  of Faith".
Increasingly,  I  am  seeing  the  world
through the perspective  of the  Earth
Charter.  How  do  these  two  sentences
inter-comect?

Let  us  start  with  the  book.  It  has
no  reference  to  paper  production  -
recycled,  partly  recycled  or  newly
produced - or to the printing process:
vegetable   inks   or   using   harmful
chemicals?  How  much  carbon  has
been emitted into the atmosphere by its
production or transportation?

I turn the book over and over as an
` object' -the front and back are covered

with words, so many words. The eight
chapter headings are on the front cover.
The  back,  too,  seems  fuller  of words
than a pomegranate has seeds. The book
classifies  itself under  the  headings  of
Religion,  Ecology,  Spirituality  -  and
lnterfaith,  with  Christian  and  Muslim
contributions.

Here,  I  am  relating  to  this  object,
Buber would say, as an `it' -a material
object in the world, other and separate
from  myself,  to  be  judged,  liked  or
disliked.

Overcoming   great   resistance,   I
flick  over  the  pages  from  the  back,
noting  through  the  biographies  that
the contributors come from across  the
States  and  have  between  them  many
years experience of, as Bill MCKibben
puts  it  "transforming  our  tired  and
broken relationship with the planet we
live on".

The  book  points  us  to  American
resources.  Most  of  the  authors  are
unknown over here. But my resistance
is more than parochialism. I am looking
at  the  book  from  the  standpoint  of a
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CLAIMING EARTH AS COMMON
GROUND: THE ECOLOGICAL

CRISIS THROUGH THE
LENS OF FAITH

by Andrea Cohen-Kiener,
foreword by Rev Sally Bingham,

SkyLight Paths Publishing,
Woodstock, VT , 2009,

ISBN978-1-59473-261-4,

pp  192, pb $16.99

A44jvN4  reader,  a  congregant,  or  an
`ordinary  Jew'  sharing  their  sense  of

strangeness and distance as they wonder
what to make of a book which asks, in
bold  letters  on  the  back  cover,  `Can
religious people save the environlnent?
Can the environmental challenge save
religion?' I have  an almost irresistible
urge to shout `No.' and leave it at that.

But  Buber  challenges  me  further.
Can I connect with the book as  `Thou'
which means at the very least allowing
myself to be penetrated and even taken
over by its words and thoughts.  I pick
it up once again.

It is not easy.  There are  some good
`quotes',  many  worthy  examples,  too

many anecdotes -and, for me, too much
Jesus and, particularly, Christ. Reading
the book through the perspective of the
Earth  Charter leads to  contrasting the
crispness of language, the energy, and
range of the Charter (www.earthcharter.
org)  with  the  diffuseness  of  Cohen-
Kiener's text.

`Seeing   the   world'   through  the

perspective   of  the  Earth   Charter?
What  is  the  Charter?  A  UN-inspired
Declaration  of  16  Principles  and  61
sub-principles  for  a  just,  sustainable
and peaceful global society, launched in
2000followingworld-wideconsultation
involving hundreds of organisations and

thousands  of individuals.  The  Charter
also has a Preamble, which begins: "We
stand  at  a  critical  moment  in  Earth's
history,  a  time  when  humanity  must
choose its future". Compared with this,
Cohen-Kiener's  book  is  meandering,
self-indulgent.

The   Charter   succinctly   spells
out  aspects   of  the   crisis  we   face:
"dominant patterns  of production  and

consumption", "depletion of resources",
"massive   extinction   of  species",
"injustice,  poverty,   ignorance  and

violent  conflict"  and  ``unprecedented
rise  in  human population".  Tbe  same
paragraph concludes, however: ``These
trends are perilous -but not inevitable"
and  provides  four  key  foundations  -
Respect and  Care  for the  Community
of  Life,  Ecological  Integrity,   Social
and Economic Justice and Democracy,
Non-violence   and   Peace.   These,
together  with  the  Principles,  provide
an ethical, systemic and inter-connected
framework of hope. Each Principle and
sub-principle  is   introduced  with  an
active imperative verb:  Respect,  Care,
Build, Secure...

This may be where Cohen-Kiener's
book causes the most acute discomfort.
It  is  filled  with  practical  examples  of
important  and  worthwhile  initiatives,
from  growing  vegetables,  to  shelters
for the homeless,  and others  far more
imaginative and inspiring. But nothing
is  as  far-reaching  as  the  challenge  set
by  the  British  Jewish  historian  Mark
Levene when he writes:

Traditionally Jews  lived by a very tight
code of rules and observations governing
every  aspect  of conduct  and  behaviour
in their daily lives. Large numbers of the
religious still do so. Re-orientating these
guidelines  to  a  template  governing  a
sustainable life-style would not as an idea

contirmed on next page
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We need to transf;orm the way we see our
place on Earth, beginning, say, with the`deep ecology' Of Arne Naess -that we

human beings are not a-part from nature but
a part Of `mother Earth'

be that revolutionary. In the sense that it
would actually involve a thorough-going
programme  of transition  to  low-energy
living  it  would  be  as  far-reaching  as
couldbeconceivablyimag.ined.

Implementation  would  not  simply
mean changing light bulbs, turning down
the  central-heating  thermostat,  getting
on  one's  bike,  or  even  eschewing  car
or  air travel.  It would mean  rethinking
individual,   family   and   community
economic  and  energy  priorities;  where
the wherewithal existed issues of home
location  and  financial  investments:   in
other  words  ploughing  them  instead
into renewable,  preferably local  energy
(and other socially sustainable) projects;
possibly relinquishing or down-sizing of
participants' current jobs and attempting
to  replace  the  hours  with  something
more   socially   and   environmentally
valuable; teaching one's children notjust
intellectual  but  practical  skills  of self-
sufficiency and resourcefulness;  getting
them  to  engage  with  life  and  work,
built  and  natural  environment  issues
which  challenge  standard,  materialist-
driven (hence redundant) contemporary
aspirations  and  in  their  place  setting
long-term goals associated with leaning
to  live  in  and  with  the  planet,   not
against it.  [On Creating a Model Jewish
Community  at  World's  End  Friends
Quarterly, 37:2 (2009) pp 34-43].

These  practical   imperatives   for
change   seem  to   contrast  with  the
apparently  passive  `change  of  view'
suggested by `seeing the world through
the perspective  of the  Earth  Charter'.
We  are  often  taught  that  Judaism  is
a  religion  of action,  where  what  you
achieve  is  of  significance  not  what
you  believe.  Nevertheless,  "these  and
these are the words of the living God"
- perhaps it is a both/and rather than an
either/or - maybe we need both action
and  understanding.  The  destruction
of  the  planet,  the  greedy  use  of  its
resources, the unwillingness to envisage
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another way may be a manifestation of
our  incessant  and  anxious   `doing'.
Cohen-Kiener  quotes  Rabbi  Arthur
Waskow:   `we  risk  becoming  human-
doings instead of human-beings'.

So what will  enable us to  save our
planet for future generations?

We  need  to  transform the  way we
see our place on Earth, beginning, say,
with the `deep ecology' of Ame Naess
- that we human beings are not a-part
from nature but a pat of `mother Earth'
or, as expressed in the very first of the
Charter Principles,1a: "Recognize that
all beings are interdependent and every
form of life has value regardless of its
worth to human beings".

From  such  a  view-point,  even  the
title  of  Rabbi  Cohen-Kiener's  book,
`Claiming Earth  as Common  Ground'

is questionable. Ame Naess, who died
in  January  this  year,  has   criticised
the  concept  of  `stewardship'  which
he   sees   as   enshrining   an   arrogant
superiority where we assert our position
as  `middlemen' (sic) between creation
and   the   creator.   `Claiming   Earth'
implies possessiveness at the least, and
we must pay attention to such spiritual
issues as our language and our attitudes.

Cohen-Kiener  is   concerned  with
them  and  notes  how  we  tend  to  fill
spiritual `hunger' with physical `food'.
She  writes:   `When  I  am  unsatisfied
in  spirit,  I  reach  for  comfort  food.'
Similarly, the Charter, in its last section,
`The Way Forward', calls for "a change

of mind  and  heart"  which  Jews  will
recognise   as   /eLsfeffvczfe.   We  have   lost
touch with the  living God.  Urban  life
can  insulate  us  both  from  the  desert
and  from  those  wonders  of nature  so
beautifully and powerfully portrayed in
the Psalms or Job.  `The environmental
crisis is the manifestation of a spiritual
problem'   suggests   one   of  Cohen-
Kiener's authors.

The  Earth  Charter  initiative,  too,
sees  "the protection  of Earth's  vitality,
diversity  and  beauty"  as  a  "sacred
trust"  and  states  that  "the  spirit  of
human  solidarity  and  kinship  with  all
life is  strengthened when we live with
reverence  for  the  mystery  of  being,
gratitude for the gift of life, and humility
regarding the human place in nature".

So,  maybe  the  Earth  Charter  and
Cohen-Kiener's  book  are  not  entirely
different.  `The master of the house  is
urgent'  as  it states  in Pz.rhey ,41/oJ,  the
Sayings  of the  Fathers,  and  we  need
so much help and creativity if we are
to regain a new relationship with Earth
in  the  time  available.   So  Principle
14b   calls   for  us   to:   C`Promote   the
contribution of the arts and humanities
as well as the sciences in sustainability"
and  12d sees the need to:  "Protect and
restore  outstanding  places  of cultural
and spiritual significance". The breadth
and humanity of the Charter is part of
its appeal.

Can we relate to Earth as a thou? That
is what we have lost. And though I find
myself helped more by the Charter and
its terse 2447 words,  I do  give thanks
for some nuggets of thought provided
by Cohen-Kiener's  `lens'.  Perhaps we
can join together in these dark times in
appreciating the hope provided by the
final words of the Charter:

"Let  ours  be  a  time  remembered

for the awakening of a new reverence
for  life,  the  fimi  resolve  to  achieve
sustainability,  the  quickening  of  the
struggle for justice and peace,  and the
joyful celebration of life" I
RABBI  JEFFREY  NEWMAN  wczs  jicrbbj.  c7f
Finchley  Reform  Synagogue,   London  f;or  27
years,  began  the  Rabbinic  ln-Service  Training
Programme  at  the  Leo  Baeck  College  and  co-
founded the UK  branch  Of the  Israel-Palestine
Centre  i;o}.  Research  and  Irifbrmation  (IPCRI).
He now coinbines these  experiences  in his work
as Director Of Earth Charte}. UK.
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` C U LTU RAL' J EWS

ARE  NO
LAU G H I N G MATTE R

Josh Levy
THE IDEA OF

MODERN JEVISH CULTURE
by Eliezer Schweid

Academic Studies Press, Brighton,
MA, 2008, ISBN  10:  1934843059,

hb, pp292, £49.99

THE  RECENT  COURT  OF
Appeal  ruling  on Jewish  school
admissions criteria has reminded

us  of the  complex  nature  of modem
Jewish identity. While the focus of that
case was the balance between Judaism as
faith and ethnic groupings, an increasing
proportion  of the  community  now
more  likely  describe  their Judaism  as
a `cultural' identity. But what is meant
by  this?  What  form  does  Judaism  as
`cultural identity' take? Is it more than

a synonym for loose self-identification?
If so,  what  challenges  does  this  shift
in  Jewish  identity  present  for  our
synagogues and institutions?

The  cultural  aspect  to  Jewish  life
is  unquestionable.  Think  only  of the
Hellenistic mosaics scattered throughout
the  Galilee,  of the  folk  stories  found
within  the  Babylonian  Talmud,   or
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of the  long  tradition  of  illumination
of manuscripts  to  appreciate  that  the
everyday life of Jews has for thousands
of years  taken  a  variety  of  cultural
forms.   David   Biale's   magnificent
history,  Cultures  of  the  Jews  (New
York,  2002)  describes  the  variety  of
cultural expression of the Jewish people
in different historical and social settings.
But the modem period has seen a distinct
change  in  the  meaning  attached  to
Jewish  culture.  While  in  earlier times,
Jewish cultural output was the corollary
of Jewish religious life,  Jewish culture
has now become an alternative to the
traditional  religious  model.   `Jewish
culture'  has  developed  into  a  secular
fomi of identity, one which allows a self-
identification  stripped  of any  religious
element.

This  development  is  traced  by  the

Israeli   scholar  Eliezer   Schweid   in
`The Idea of Modern Jewish Culture'.

Schweid  then provides  an  account  of
the philosophies, forces and individuals
who  shaped  Judaism  as  a  culture  in
the  modem  period,  from  the  initial
response to the Enlightenment, through
the  cultural  implications  of  variants
of  Zionism,   to   modern  Israel   and
America.  As  befits   a  professor  of
Jewish  philosophy,   Schweid's  focus
is  on  the  idea  of Jewish  Culture  and
how  this  reflected  the  thought  and
contexts of Jewish thinkers. As a work
on Jewish culture it might benefit from
being read in conjunction with studies
such as Biale's, or Benjamin Harshav's
collection of essays, The Polyphony of
Jewish Culture (Stan ford, 2007) which
touches  on  similar questions  from the
starting point of language and poetry.

A  survey  such  as  that  edited  by
Biale  also  reveals  the  narrowness  of
Schweid's   focus   on  Jewish  culture
as  an  intellectual  tradition  in  Eastern
and  Central  Europe,   and  in  Israel.
As  a  result  he  makes  little  reference
to  the  development  of the  concept  of
Jewish  culture  outside  of these  areas.
So,  for  example,  Schweid repeatedly,
and  importantly,  emphasises  the  role
of  language  as  the  foundation  of
cultural  identity,   and  therefore  the
significance  of  the  choice  between
Yiddish and Hebrew, or indeed German,
as the principal mode of Jewish cultural
expressioninthenineteenthcentury.But
he has room for only a passing reference
to Ladino  or Judeo-Arabic. And while
touching  on  secular  Jewish  culture
in America,  in  the  fomi  of Mordecai
Kaplan's concept of Jewish civilization,
Schweid  does  not  adequately  address
the distinctive nature of Jewish culture
as  a  creative  exercise  in  the  current
Diaspora, dismissing this as secondary
to developments in Israel.

Despite these limitations, Schweid's
work  is  a  significant  addition  to  the
analysis  of European  Jewish  thought
in  the  modem  period.  In  establishing
the  extent to  which  the  secularization
of  Jewish  culture  was  a  deliberate
product  of intelligent  thought,  it  also
provides  a  useful  model  for  grasping
the   concept  of  cultural  identity  in
modem  Jewish  life.  The  fundamental
challenge  to  those  who  view  Jewish
culture as their primary form of Jewish
expression  is  the  apparent  lack  of an
intellectual underpinning: What exactly
does  it  mean  to  be  a  cultural  Jew  in
the  Diaspora?  The  modern   secular
cultural  movement  needs  the  kind  of
coherent philosophy that did exist in the
nineteenth and early twentieth century,
without  which  it  is  often  little  more
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than a synonym for loose identification.
In  particular,   advocates   of  Jewish
culture as  a mode of Jewish life need
to  address  the  question  of how  they
relate to religious tradition as a source
of cultural life. Does the secularization
of Jewish  culture  demand a  complete
rejection  of  religious  teaching  and
practice  or  can  it  be  accommodated
within a secular approach?

One of the merits of Schweid's work
is  that  it  shows  that  this  challenge
is   not   without   precedent.   Similar
questions  faced  all  those  intellectuals
who grappled with the nature of secular
Jewish culture since the Enlightenment.
Many  of the  thinkers  of the  Hebrew
Labour  Movement  were  themselves
rooted in forms of religious expression
but  wished  to  develop  Jewish  culture
as  a secular creative activity.  Schweid
presents   these   thinkers   as   taking
three  positions,  which  might  also  be
recognisable in modem cultural Jewish
identity.

At   one   extreme   is   the   model
described by  Schweid as  the  `Radical
Revolutionary   position',    which
demanded  a  total  separation  from
traditional   religious   sources.   This
sought to translate the secular European
cultural heritage into Hebrew and from
there to develop a new Jewish cultural
life not based upon traditional texts or
practice.   Such  a  position  is  common
today  among  Israeli  secularists,  and
those who identify with secular Israeli
art,  film  and  music.  Whether this  can
also  translate  into  a  modern  Jewish
culture which can exist outside of Israel,
and  whether  it  therefore  has  a  place
within  modem  Jewish  institutions,  is
questionable.  Within such a model,  in
the  Diaspora  at  least,  secular  Jewish
life  becomes  no  more  than  another
minority sub-culture in modem society,
one which is no more distinctive, other
than  among  expatriate  Israelis,  than
any other.

A  less  radical,  and  perhaps  more
fruitful, stance is what Schweid describes
as  the  `Revolutionary  position'.  This
sought  to  work  within  the  historic
tradition   of  the   Jewish  people.   It
reclaimed elements of ritual and certain
texts  in  order  to  reinterpret  them  as
expressing  secular  values.   In  early
Zionism  this  meant  emphasizing  the
national and agricultural elements of the
festival  cycle.  In  our time,  this  model
is  found  in  the  enduring attraction  of
the  Seder  night  as  expressive  of our
national  story.  As  an  enduring  Jewish
culture, such a model has limitations. It
provides little rationale for the inclusion
or  exclusion  of a  particular  aspect  of
Jewish life other than its usefulness, or
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its political acceptability. We might ask
on what basis it might be legitimate to
reject a biblical or midrashic naITative
as `religion' but accept a folk or Yiddish
story as culture.

A   final   group,   identified   with
Spiritual  Zionism,  aspired  to  engage
with  the  totality  of  Jewish  history
and   experience,   which   it   saw   as
providing the formative memory of the
people.  Such a position recognises the
impossibility of completely separating
Jewish  `culture' from Jewish religious
life.   It  thus   seeks  not  to   disengage
from  the  bible,  rabbinic  literature,
siddiir,  or  even  halachah,  T]or  fro:in
religious  practice,  but  to  find  within
them  positive  values  for  a  continuing
Jewish way of life.  So  Schweid writes
of Ahad Ha-Am that "Despite the fact
that  his  religiosity  had  been  replaced
by a scientific world-view, he remained
a  Jew  in  his  way  of  life,  his  world
outlook,  and his values.  Even without
religious   belief,   he   found  that  his
former way of life still held a positive
personal and universal significance for
him as it related to family, society and
nation"to161).

Itisprobablythecasethatthemajority
of those who now identify themselves
as  `cultural' Jews are heirs to this way

of thinking. They seek to engage with
the  totality  of Jewish  experience  and
lifestyle  to  find a  level  of meaning  in
the  absence  of  religious  belief.  This
presents  a  significant  challenge  for
those of us who work in synagogues, or
indeed in Jewish schools: to make them
places  which  are  accessible  to  those
seeking the broadest of Jewish cultural
life,  and  to  apply  this  in  our worship
as much as in our education and social
activities.  We  must  be  increasingly
vocal  that  even  where  it  is  not  based
on theological belief,  Jewish religious
practice and prayer can be a rewarding
form  of cultural  expression  alongside
art,  music  and  literature,  and that this
approach  does  not  serve  to  devalue
our  practice.  The  boundary  between
secular, cultural Jew and religious Jew
-  of the  non-isolationist  variety  -  is
far from fixed. Those who continue to
value Jewish life as a religious exercise
would certainly be wrong to caricature
`cultural  Judaism'  as  a  lesser  fomi  of

Jewish life, and those who identify their
Judaism  as  cultural  would  be  wrong
to  see  the  synagogue  and  religious
practice as outside their domain I
RABBI JOSH LEVY j.s' cr gr-ac72fcz/e o/I,eo Bc7ec4
College and rabbi at the North Western Refo}.in
Synagogue, Alyth Gardens.
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DUKES AND CHIEFS
Sir
I found Rabbi Rich's  article  on Chief
Rabbis   (MANNA   103)   and  their
development  most  interesting,  and
wonder  how  long  the  position  will
survive.

One   interesting   sideline   is   that
Rabbi Nathan Adler endeared himself
to the Duke of Cambridge, Viceroy of
Hanover for his brother King William
IV,  by  holding  a  special  service  to
pray  for  the  seriously  ill  Duchess."She  recovered  and  the  Duke  never

forgot Dr. Adler's  share in this happy
result  and  was  responsible   for  his
appointment  as  Chief  Rabbi  of  the
London Jews in 1844."

The above sentence is from the book
`Royal Dukes' by Roger Fulford which

has no other references at all to Jews.
One wonders where Fulford obtained

this information, and if the support of a
Royal Duke for his former ` Chief Rabbi
of Hanover' as Fulford calls him was a
deciding factor in his selection.

An  interesting  subject  for  further
research I

Alan Tyler
Surbiton

Surrey
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more  votes  for  the  general  election
which she went on to win with comfort.
And  although  I  can  help  to  decide
between  Gordon  Brown  and  David
Cameron next spring - and I camot wait
- I have no vote at my German place
of work. All the same, I went to have
a  look.  Clearly  Mrs.  Merkel  does  not
spend time with her hairdresser every
moming, as Margaret Thatcher used to
do in Downing Street. And whoever is
in charge of her ward robe, has a dream
job  for its  simplicity. A yellow  top,  a
black bottom, that was all, or I assume
almost all. And on such rare occasions
as we share the same platform or unveil
the  same  plaque  in  her  constituency
-  which  happens  to  be  part  of my
"diocese" - Mrs.  Merkel has  acquired

the charming habit of addressing me as
"Herr Oberrabbiner", Mr. Chief Rabbi.

Chief or merely regional rabbi, who am
I to argue with the Bundeskanzlerin, the
Federal Chancellor noch?

T,J+
he  green  field  across  which  I
was trudging one recent Sunday
afternoon was  about twice  the

size  of the  meadow  I  see  from  my
kitchen  window  in  Oxfordshire.  And
at one end it had some barracks. They
were the remaining  sign that this  had
been  Ravensbrueck,  the  only  camp
which the Nazis ran almost exclusively
for  women  with  two  contradictory
aims - to make them work and to kill
them.  And they  managed  to  achieve
both.  I  had  gone  to  attend  a  book
launch  and a commemorative  lecture.
I had gone  also because I was  offered
a  lift - without  it,  I  would have  had
to  change trains twice and take a long
taxi ride for the last stretch. At most a
few  dozen  other people were milling
around the huts while I was there. And
that haunts me. If the number of visitors
declines  even  more,  will  they  ever
decide to close what the Germans call
a "Waming and Memorial Site" (Mahn
undGedenkstatte)?Atthemomentthere
is no such danger. And there will not be

in the future, so long as we keep coming.
Only  we  can  keep  alive  the  memory
of European history's most murderous
years, not merely by talking about them,
but by going to their sites.

\Jt

Which brilliant rabbi of old came
up with the notion that God's
memory is so fragile that He

has  got to  commit his  decisions  about
our  future  lives  to  paper.  It  is  an  idea
so powerful that it dominates our High
Holyday liturgy - "may we be written
into the Book of Life", and may our fate
be "sealed" into that Book.
It poses all sorts of puzzles. Is it a hard
cover book  into  which  our  fates  get
written, or a soft cover exercise book?
And does the Writer use a quill, an old
fashioned  fountain  pen,  or the  latest
Parker ball pen - surely He would not
use a Bic throw-away.
And as one year transmutes into the next,
does last year's book get thrown into the
heavenly trash can - or filed away into
some eternal archive? After all, our fate
also  keeps  thumping  its  echo  through
the  years  as  they  roll  away  down  that
endlessly bendy road.

#

Whenever  I  am  challenged  -
usually  during  a  school's
visit - about the Israel prime

minister Benjamin  Netanyahu's  latest
pronouncement  or worse,  annexation
of a village or land strip which belongs
to  Palestine  and  not  Israel,  I  have  a
simple  answer.  I  pull  my passport  out
of my backpocket which it shares with
my  Luach,  my  Hebrew  calendar,  and
hold it up for all to see. I may even read
the  opening  words:  "Her  Majesty's
Secretary of State requests and requires
in the Name of Her Majesty ....... " That
makes  me  a British  subject. As  such I
have no responsibility for anything done
by the Israel army or government. I do
not vote for or against it, and my taxes
do  not pay  its  soldiers'  wages.  Some
five  decades  ago  I  took the  deliberate
decision,  right  or  wrong,  not  to  go
and live there.  That has consequences.
One  of which  is  that I  am  in no  way
answerable  for any  action or inaction
of the  Israel  government or its  armed
forces, and do not even follow the news
from that region  day by  day  or hour
by hour.  "If that is  what you wish  to
discuss,  please  invite  someone  down

from  the  Israel  embassy.  That  is  their
job, not mine," I insist. Israel may still
be a Jewish state - though the practical
meaning of that requires definition. But
that does not make the majority of the 12
million Jews in the world its automatic
citizens and advocates.

*1

Rummage  through  your  heart
to  find  the  last  smidgeon  of
sympathy in search of a needy

soul.  And  then  bestow  it  upon  Nick
Clegg,  the  likable  Liberal  Democrat
leader. For he has the obsessively anti-
Israel  Baroness  Tong  in his  House  of
Lords crew, and he can find no way to
ditch  her.  She  may  be  a bigot  or  she
may be a mutter, and she may not have
one  Jewess  among  her  best  friends.
Whatever the background, she can spare
neither time nor understanding for the
ever vulnerable - and sometimes over-
assertive  - Jewish  state.  For this  and
all her views, the ennobled lady retains
the Liberal Democrat "hechsher",  the
party  whip,  the  label  and the  seal  of
approval. Isn't there just one inevitable
consequence?  That  no  self-respecting
Jew or Jewess can give their vote next
spring to Nice Nick?.

#
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in other circumstances reprehensible -
self-righteousness,  I  add that  I  do  not
have to explain myself. I merely say to
any doubting Tanya or Thomas, just go
through a major festival service or even
a wedding without a choir. Thus bereft,
I had to lead one of the Rosh Hashanah
services  in the Baltic port of Rostock.
Please God, never again, not next year,
nor  the  year  after,  not  in  Greenland,
Iceland or the Siberian Steppe, as it is
hardly  likely  to  be  Jerusalem.  Please
God, just send me a choir. Any service
without a choir is like challah without
salt, a barber without a chin, or a dance
without a partner I

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  z's  f¢e  regjo#c7/
Rabbi in North East Gerlnany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  W'imbledon,  Brighton,
Reading.   Milton  Keynes   and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.   He  trained  at  Leo   Baeck  College,   and
started  in  the  rabbinate  as  an  assistant  to  the
late  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West  London
Synagogue.



THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOFI JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH  LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Boad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community,  is the largest Jewish  religious, educational and cultural centre in  Europe.
It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism,  Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and

New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and
amenities, including a library,  bookshop, the Strudel Cafe and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
Keep up to date with the latest news from The Movement
for Reform Judaism and communities across the country
with our free fortnightly Movement Update.
To subscribe,  email martin.dix@reformjudaism.org.uk.
For all the latest news, comment and upcoming events
from The Reform Movement, sign up now!

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
Touching Lives for a Brighter Jewish Future
Our challenge is to keep on supporting our young people
to ensure a rich and rewarding Jewish future for us all.
Will you make it your challenge to support us?
The Movement for Reform Judaism Appeal:
Please donate now by calling our donation  line
on 020 8349 5684 0R visit our website to
donate on-line www.ReformJudaism.org.uk

JENERATION  BEIT MIDRASH
November 27th -29th 2009
Young adults relax in the countryside and explore
questions about God, Jewish observance and Judaism
with  rabbis from the Liberal,  Masorti and  Reform
Movements. The cost of the Beit Midrash is subsidised at
£40, food, accommodation and teaching is included.
Travel is not.  More information  at www.jeneration.org

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR
Autumn Semester 2009
Themes from the books of Numbers and Deuteronomy
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Cost per Semester £75 or £6 per session
Telephone 020 8349 5604

Asylum Monologues
Wednesday 7th October at 8.00 pin
Ice &  Fire's flagship production, Asylum  Monologues,  is
a first-hand account of the UK's asylum system in the
words of people who have experienced it. With personal
testimony at its core combined with  public opinion,

political statements and statistical fact, this production
disseminates what it really means to be displaced in the
UK.
Tickets (in  aid of the  Drop-in): £5 from the NNLS office Tel:
020 8346 8560 or at the door.

NNLS Israeli  Film Club
Monthly, beginning Sunday 18th October
Tickets: £5 at the door.  Check our website for further
details www.nnls-masorti.org.uk

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
JEWISH JOURNEYS
A MOROCCAN JEWISH JOURNEY
Thursday 15th -Sunday 25th October 2009
With Jeremy Leigh & Julian Resnick
Where East meets West; `Rabat, Meknes, Fes, Merzouga,
Quarzazate, the High Atlas, Todra, Marrakech'.  Magical
names, fabulous colours, sounds and smells which form
the backdrop to one of the most amazing Jewish Stories
from both ancient and modern times.  Morocco, once
home to a major Jewish community, today a shadow of
it's former Jewish self .... but what a gorgeous, different
and sensuous shadow!  Cost: £1,520, single supplement
£350*Plus flights To register your interest or to get an
application form please contact us at
jewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk/
resnicj@gmail.com or call 020 8349 5684
*This price includes 8&8 accommodation in 4 star hotels,

all entrances, all programming, 7 dinners and 3 lunches
and is based on 25 participants. We reserve the right to
add a surcharge if there is a significant devaluing of the
pound sterling.

The Kindness of Strangers -
Remembering the Kindertransport
Sunday 8th November 2009
An afternoon of appreciation for the children who came
with the Kindertransport and for members of families who
received and welcomed them.  Please contact Pauline at
RabbispA@nnls-masorti.org.uk or telephone 020 8346
8560 to register your interest.

NNLS Jazz Night Sunday 13th December
Tickets £10 /£7 from NNLS Office in advance
Tel: 020 8346 8560

LEO BAECK COLLEGE Leo Baeck College Diaries
Our diaries and personal organiser inserts run from
September 2009 to October 2010 in a week-to-view format
including a forward  planner. The diary section  includes
Jewish holiday dates, suggested Torah readings and
details of activities at Leo Baeck College.
Please note this year the diary is offered in an attractive
white cover with blue and orange lettering.
Diary £10.99 +p&p Personal Organiser insert £9.99 +P&P
Please call  ldit on 020 8349 5604 or email  ldit.Ginsberg@
lbc.ac.uk for more information

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
TEL: June Lewis 020 8349 5724
Email:june.Iewis@manorhousetrust.org.uk
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